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Preface
This dissertation consists of seven chapters, four of which arc manuscripts that 
are published in the current chemical literature, or are ready to be submitted for 
publication. The author of this dissertation, who is also the principal author of the 
manuscripts, has received permission to use the reprints of the published manuscripts 
(Chapters 2 and 5) as pan of the dissertation. An introductory chapter (Chapter 1) 
describing the theoretical aspects of the work has been included in order to 
complement the brief theoretical descriptions that are usually presented in 
publications. On the other hand, since Chapter 3 is a full paper following the 
published communication presented in Chapter 2, the theoretical aspects of the latter 
are described in detail in Chapter 3.
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Dissertation Abstract
Solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy has been applied to several 
organometallic complexes. The deuterium quadrupole coupling constants for 
c r i^ - - C 2 H2 )(M-CO)[FeCpd=5 (CO) ] 2  (Cpd=^ = 5% deuteriated 
cyclopentadienyl), r/-flnj-(^-C2 H2)[MnCpd=2 -2 (CO)2]2 (Cpd=2.7 = 2.7% 
deuteriated cyclopentadienyl), and rroos-(M.-C2 H2)tCoCpd=5(<X))]2 were 
determined by conventional solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy. The charges 
on the methylene bridging site for the three bridging methylene metal dimers were 
calculated by modeling the difference in deuterium quadrupole coupling constant 
between the sample and the reference molecule, (9,9-2H2 )fluorcne, by the change in 
occupancy of the carbon 2p orbital perpendicular to the C -2H bond and in the plane 
of the dimetallocyclopropane unit According to this method, no net negative charge 
was found for the bridging methylene carbon atom in the iron dimer and slight 
negative charges of -0.07 and -0.08 e were found for the manganese and cobalt 
dimers, respectively, relative to an aliphatic carbon atom. This is the first reported 
use of solid-state deuterium NMR techniques for the study of the electronic structure 
in organ ometallic alkyl complexes.
The solid-state motions for the cyclopentadienyl ligand in 
trans-((i-CO)2 [FeQ)(CO) ] 2  were investigated by a study of variable temperature 
deuterium spin lattice relaxation times. The experimental and simulated partially 
relaxed powder patterns for the cyclopentadienyl rings in 
trons-()i-0 0 )2 [FeQpd(CX))l2  (Cp^ ca. 70 % deuteriated cyclopentadienyl) were 
obtained for six temperatures in the range 178-300 K, according to a five-site
nearest-neighbor jumps model. The activation energy for the process was 
determined to be equal to 11.4 (9) kJ/moI. Again, this is the first reported application 
of solid-state deuterium NMR techniques to study the motional properties of 
organometallic systems.
The X-ray crystal structures for [Co4 Cp2 (CO)4 (p-CO )(|i3 -CO )2 ] and 
m -(p -C H 2 )(|i-CO)[FeCp(CO ) ]2  were solved and compared to the crystal 
structures of similar complexes.
The preliminary results of a solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopic study of 
(P3~C^H)1Co(CO ) ]3  and of the ethylene ligand in (T|2 -C 2 ^H4 )MnCpd(CO)2  (Cpd 
= 2.7% deuteriated cyclopentadienyl) are also reported.
xviii
CH A PTER 1 
G eneral Introduction.
1
2The main goal of the research presented in this thesis is to apply solid-state 
deuterium NMR techniques to study the properties of organic substrates (alkyls, 
olefins, etc.) bound to transition metals. These types of organometallic complexes 
are of great interest because they are models for intermediates formed in 
heterogeneous and homogeneous catalytic cycles such as the following: 
Fischer-Tropsch synthesis, where gasoline is obtained from CO and H2  over Co, Fe 
or Ru surfaces; olefin metathesis, a reaction which equilibrates different olefins; and 
the polymerization of ethylene, which occurs with aluminum alkyls and titanium 
complexes. *
In particular, the characterization of species formed over metallic surfaces 
attracted the interest of many scientists who, over the past thirty years, have 
developed a variety of techniques for surface analysis such as electron energy loss 
spectroscopy (EELS) ,^ 3  photoelectron spectroscopy (PES), and Auger spectroscopy 
(AES).2b,c xhe idea behind this line of research is to have a better understanding of 
the catalytic mechanisms in order to control the formation o f products, and to facilitate 
the design of homogeneous catalysts capable of yielding products with a higher 
degree of selectivity than those obtained from heterogeneous processes.
With the advent of high-field high-resoludon NMR spectrometers, solid-state 
deuterium NMR spectroscopy has emerged, in the last ten years, as an important 
research tool. This technique, which has been used widely to study the structure and 
dynamics of organic and biological systems,3,4 has never been used to study the 
properties o f organometallic compounds. Thus the work presented in this volume is 
the first application of solid-state deuterium NMR techniques to organometallic 
complexes, and has been started with the hope that, upon further development, 
solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy will be a good alternative to the existing 
techniques for surface analysis.
31.1. Characteristics o f Q uadrupolar Nuclei.
Quadrupolar nuclei are characterized by having a nuclear spin, I, equal to or 
greater than one. This property imparts an asymmetric distribution of charge at the 
nucleus creating an electric quadrupole moment. As the interaction between 
monopoles and dipoles with charges is described by an electrostatic field, and an 
electric potential, respectively, the interaction between quadrupoles with charges is 
described by an electric field gradient. In other words quadrupolar nuclei can give 
information about the distribution of charge in their close surroundings.^
Many quadrupolar nuclei have been widely used as electrical probes by means of 
nuclear quadrupolar resonance (NQR) techniques. A good number of those 
applications refer to inorganic systems. For instance, the ionicity of the different 
cations present in zeolites was studied with *?0 NQR by calculating the differential 
occupancy of the oxygen 2p orbitals;^ the change in electron density distribution of 
the valence 3d orbitals of cobalt octahedral complexes according to the ligand ability 
for a  donation and 71 back-donation, was investigated with 59co  NQR;? and the 
variations in the o -  and 7t-orbital populations of the cyano group for different 
transition metal cyanides were monitored with NQR.®
Among the quadrupolar nuclei, deuterium is especially interesting. Deuterium has 
only one electron, so it can be used cither to characterize the properties of its bonding 
to other atoms, or to measure the electrical properties o f the atom directly bound to it. 
In the research developed in our laboratories, we have used deuterium NMR 
techniques to determine the charge on a carbon atom directly bound to a metal (this 
work), and to obtain information about the bonding in metal h y d rid e s .9
1.2. Description o f the Electric Field Gradient for a Deuterium Site.
The quantum mechanical description of the quadrupolar interaction is expressed in
4the following equation :^a
H e2qzzQ/h
Q 41(21 - 1)
2  2  IT + r ( 1.1)
where H q  is the quadrupolar hamiltonian, Q is the nuclear quadrupole moment, a 
constant, and e is the electrostatic unit of charge. cq77  is the largest component of the 
electric field gradient, a 3 x 3 traceless tensor, the collective term e^q77Q/h is the 
deuterium quadrupole coupling constant, a quantity which is commonly used instead 
of eqzz to described the quadrupolar interaction. Iz, I, I +, I arc the nuclear spin 
angular momentum operators. t|, the asymmetry parameter, indicates the degree of 
difference in charge distribution around the deuteron, and is defined as:
eqxx ’
n =  —  y>L ( 1 .2 )
Since by convention, the electric field gradient is defined so that leq77( > leqxxl > 
leqyyl.^ T| ranges from 0 to I. These two extreme values of T| indicate whether the 
distribution of charge around the deuterium atom is either axially symmetric (q = 0 ) 
or asymmetric (T) > 0).
1.3. M easurement o f the Deuterium Quadrupolar Parameters with 
Solid-State Deuterium  NMR Techniques.
When a deuterium nucleus experiences a magnetic field, the three degenerate 
nuclear levels, as determined by its nuclear spin I = 1, are split by the Zeeman 
interaction into three equally spaced energy levels. If the quadrupolar interaction is 
added as a perturbation to the Zeeman interaction, the energy levels arc further split in
5such a way that the frequencies of the l+l> —> I0> and I0> —»l-l>  transitions increase 
and decrease, respectively (Figure 1.1). The extent to which these frequencies are 
shifted for different types of deuterons depends on the electric field gradient, the 
asymmetry parameter, and the angle 0  formed by the direction of the eq77  vector with 
the magnetic field. For the simple case where t] = 0, the equations for the v+ and v_ 
transitions are shown in Figure 1.1. Note from those equations, that by measuring 
the frequencies of the v+ and v. transitions, the values of the quadrupole coupling 
constant could be determined for a particular angle 6 .
1.3.1. D euterium  NM R Pow der P a tte rn . In a single crystal the angle 0 is 
fixed and its value is obtained from the orientation o f the deuterons in the crystal 
lattice and the orientation of the crystal with respect to the applied magnetic field. In 
single-crystal deuterium NMR experiments, the v+ and v. transitions yield two 
narrow spectral lines; thus, from these three parameters the quadrupolar parameters 
are easily obtained. Unfortunately, the technique is limited to those compounds 
which crystallize quite easily.
In a powder sample the deuterons are randomly oriented with respect to the 
magnetic field. All possible orientations of the eq77  vector with the magnetic field 
yield pairs of NMR spectral lines, and the deuterium powder pattern is determined by 
the probability density of each orientation. As shown in Figure 1.2 for deuterons in a 
symmetric electronic environment, i.e. t\ = 0 , the splittings between the 
discontinuities in the powder pattern, Av^ and AV2 , correspond to the most probable 
orientation, 0 = 90*, and to the parallel orientation, 0 = 0*, respectively. By 
replacing 0 = 90* in the equations shown in Figure 1.1, it follows that the deuterium 
quadrupole coupling constant is 4/3 Av], As illustrated in Figure 1.2, when the 
asymmetry parameter is different from zero the lineshape of the deuterium powder
6e q Q/h = 0 zz e q zzQ/h = 0 e 2q zzQ/h > °. *1 = 0











v- = v Q - 3/8 <3cos26 - 1)
v+ ~ VQ+ 3/8 c2qiZ2^  (3cos2e- 1)
Figure 1.1. Effect o f the Zeeman and quadrupotar interactions on the nuclear 
energy levels for an I = 1 spin system. The quadrupolar transition frequencies and 
their relationship to the quadrupolar coupling constant and the orientation of the 
principal component o f the electric field gradient with the magnetic field (angle 9) are 
given below the plot.
7Av (0 = 90*)
(0 =  0 *)
rj = 0
ti =  0 .5
T ]=  1
V+
Figure 1.2. Deuterium NMR spectra] lineshapes for a powder sample.
8pattern changes so as to narrow the splittings between the discontinuities and the 
determination of the quadrupolar parameters must be done by a lineshape analysis of 
the spectrum.
Deuterium powder patterns are relatively easy to obtain; hence this technique is 
very useful to study the properties of a single type of deuteron, or simple mixtures of 
deuterons with different quadrupolar parameters. Furthermore, since the lineshape of 
the deuterium powder pattern is affected by solid-state motions that occur with 
correlation times around and above 10~4 s, this technique is very useful in 
determining the motional properties of deuteriated sites in the solid state.
Nevertheless, since powder patterns have typical linewidths of 300 kHz (ca. three 
times larger than the whole spectral range used in solution 13c NMR), it is clear that 
this technique is not appropriate for the identification of deuterium sites in complex 
mixtures.
In the search for a deuterium NMR technique that could be used for the 
identification of species formed over surfaces, a technique where the spectral 
linewidths are reduced had to be considered as a complement to the information that 
can be gained from conventional powder pattern techniques for simple systems. This 
technique is known as ADLF spectroscopy.
1.3.2. Adiabatic Demagnetization in the Laboratory Frame (ADLF) 
Spectroscopy. ADLF spectroscopy is a field cycling technique where the 
transitions between the nuclear spin states are probed while the sample is in zero 
magnetic field. In the absence of a magnetic field, the degeneracy of the deuterium 
nuclear levels is lifted just by the presence of the quadrupolar interaction as shown in 
Figure 1.3. In ADLF spectroscopy the quadrupolar transitions are detected by 






e2 q _ p  
v. = 3/4 - -  -  (1 -n/3)
v 0  = 1 /2  — n
Figure 1.3. Effect of the quadrupolar interaction on the nuclear energy levels for 
an I = 1 spin system in a zero magnetic field. The quadrupolar transition frequencies 
and their relationship to the quadrupolar coupling constant and the asymmetry 
parameter are given below the plot.
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the magnetization of a nearby more abundant and more sensitive spin than deuterium, 
such as a proton.
The basic field cycle for a sample containing deuterons and protons is depicted in 
Figure 1.4. First the sample is placed inside the magnetic field for a time in the order 
of the proton spin lattice relaxation time in order to allow the proton nuclear spins to 
equilibrate between the two nuclear energy levels. The sample is then moved into the 
zero-field region and irradiated with an rf frequency of enough power to saturate the 
nuclear spin levels of the deuterons. If the time required to move the sample from the 
high field to zero field is short compared to the spin lattice relaxation time of the 
protons, the spins do not have time to redistribute between the spin states according 
to the zero magnetic field and the process is said to have occurred adiabatically. After 
irradiation of the sample in the zero-field region, the sample is returned to the region 
of high magnetic field, and the proton magnetization is measured. At one point 
during the movement of the sample to and from the zero-field region the energy gap 
between the spin states of the proton system will match the energy gap for one of the 
transition in the deuterium spin system; at this point the spins of protons and 
deuterons interchange so the magnetization is transferred between the two spin 
systems by level crossing. If the zero-field irradiation matches the frequency of one 
of the deuterium quadrupolar transitions the deuterium spins levels for that transition 
become equally populated as a consequence of the high power of the rf frequency. 
Thus, when level crossing occurs between the deuterium and proton spin systems, 
the latter is partially saturated so the proton magnetization is partially destroyed. The 
cycle is repeated for each increment of the zero-field irradiation frequency. The 
resulting spectrum is a plot of proton magnetization versus zero-field irradiation 
frequency, where the deuterium quadrupolar transitions v+ and v. are seen as minima 




Figure 1.4. ADLF field cycle for a proton -deuterium system. In region A, the 
proton spins are polarized by the applied magnetic field. In region B, the 
zero-field region, the deuterium spin system is irradiated at a specific radio 
frequency. In region C the sample is back into the zone of high magnetic field 
and the proton magnetization is measured. The cycle is repeated for different 
values of radio frequencies.
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Figure 1.5. ADLF spectrum of phenylj2,2 -^ H 2 ]acetic acid at 77 K.^a The two 
sets of the v+ and v. transitions correspond to the two different deuterons in the 
methylene; the quadrupolar parameters for one of the deuterons are affected by its 
proximity to the oxygen nucleus.
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1+1 > energy levels have the largest difference in spin populations.
This technique yields spectra where the spectral lines for each transition have a 
line width on the order of 2 kHz; note from the equations in Figure 1.3 that in the zero 
field the orientation dependence of the v+ and v. transitions is lost. Figure 1.5 is an 
example of the great utility of this technique in identifying similar deuteriated sites. 
Jnfortunately, this technique is limited to those samples with proton high-field and 
deuterium zero-field spin lattice relaxation times that are greater than 1 s. In the type 
of organometallic complexes studied in this work the source of protons are another 
ligand such as cyclopentadienyl rings, which have quite short spin lattice relaxation 
times at the experimental temperature of 77 K. Hence, a new version of the ADLF 
spectrometer is being built where the field is switched by a high speed DC power 
amplifier between 0 and 0.18 Tesla (magnetic field corresponding to the ^H 
resonance frequency of 8  MHz) in 30 ms. With the fast field switching version of the 
ADLF spectrometer it will be possible to analyze samples with very short spin lattice 
relaxation times. The fast field switching version o f the ADLF spectrometer will be 
the instrument used in the near future for surface analysis.
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CHAPTER 2
Determination of Charge on Carbon in a Bridging Methylene Iron 
Dimer with Solid-State Deuterium NMR Spectroscopy.
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(Reprinted with permission from the Journal o f the American Chemical Society, 
1987, J09t 5529. Copyright © 1987 American Chemical Society )
Maria I. Altbach,^a Yukio H iyam a/b  Dennis Gerson*c and Leslie G. Butier.la*
The chemistry of bridging methylene metal dimers and the value of the ^ C  NMR 
chemical shifts have been interpreted as due to a partial negative charge at the bridging 
carbon.^ PES yields a C js indicative of a charge of -0.5 e.^ However, for 
(ji^CH2 )[MnCp(CO)2 ]2 » a high-resolution X-ray diffraction electron density map 
showed no excess charge buildup .4  We are attempting to resolve the dilemma by 
using solid-state deuterium NMR techniques. In the results for 
c»s-((i-C^H2 )(li-CO)[FeCp^(CO ) ] 2  (Cp^ = 5% deuteriated cyclopentadienyl) 
presented here, we find no evidence for an excess negative charge on the bridging 
methylene carbon atom.
In solid-state deuterium NMR** and adiabatic demagnetization in the laboratory 
frame (ADLF) spectroscopy/* one obtains the deuterium quadrupole coupling 
constant, e^q^Q /h , and the asymmetry parameter, i). Q  is the deuterium nuclear 
quadrupole moment.^ The quantity eqzz is the largest component of the traceless 
electric field gradient tensor in the principal axis system. The value of eqZ2 is a sum 




. 2  2 3 z j - r  j
(2 .1)
*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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where e is the absolute value of the electronic charge, the index n is over the other 
atoms in the molecule with nuclear charge Kn, and the index i is over the electrons of 
the molecule. Additional interest in deuterium electric field gradients accrues from the 
absence of excited-state effects since only occupied molecular orbitals contribute to 
the electric field gradient.** The major axis of the electric field gradient tensor is 
directed very nearly along the C-^H  bond vector.^®  The value of eqZ2 is due to 
charge density on the C-^H  bond and on the atom to which the deuteron is bound. 
We note that e q ^  depends on the carbon nuclear charge to the first power and the 
C-^H bond distance to roughly the inverse third power. *0 c
Many models have been used to interpret quadrupole coupling constants, 
depending on the bond to be studied: C -X  (X = Cl, Br, 1),**^.! 1 x = 0  {X = C, P, 
S),12 B*pyridine (B = Lewis acid),* 3 C o - L .^  In assigning charge on carbon, our 
approach uses a "standard" methylene unit to provide a reference for eqyy in an 
aliphatic C-^H  bond. We use a reference system so as to circumvent the problems, 
both experimental and definition,^ associated with absolute charge measurements. 
Variations of the eq 77 about the reference value are modeled by the variable 
occupancy of the carbon 2 p orbital perpendicular to the C-^H  bond and in the plane 




e^lzzQ /h(sam ple) "  e^q^Q /hC ref) +
3V (2 .2 )
where Aq is the change in occupancy of the 2p orbital relative to the reference. The 
field gradient expectation value is calculated by using a Slater-type orbital (Zq  -  
1.72) and an analytical expression. ^  Equation 2.2 is valid for comparisons 
between molecules having the same C-H  bond distance; otherwise, e^qzzQ/h(ref) 
must be scaled; errors in e^q^Q/hCref) accumulate at the rate of 1 kHz per 0 .0 0 1  A 
difference in bond length.*®a,c Also, we assume that the two C -H  bond lengths are 
equally affected by deuterium substitution. We emphasize that the reference is used 
to account for the contribution to eqzz from the charge distribution associated with an 
aliphatic C-H bond.
According to the second term in eq 2.2, for a d(C-H) = 1.1 A an extra occupancy 
of the carbon 2p orbital of -0.5 e should reduce the deuterium quadrupole coupling 
constant by 30.6 kHz. Small changes in d(C-H) matter little; for d(C-H ) = 1.09 A 
and 1 .1 1  A, reductions of 30.9 and 30.2 kHz, respectively, are predicted.
The reference molecule is a three-ring aromatic compound,
(9 ,9 -^H 2 >fluorene. ^  The C^H2  unit is incorporated into a relatively rigid molecule, 
thus, reducing the potential for motional averaging affecting the value of 
e^qzzQ/h(ref). ^  Spectra were obtained at 38.5 MHz at 300 and 198 K with 
solid-state deuterium NMR and at 77 K with ADLF spectroscopy (Figure 2.1).
As noted above, the model is most conveniently applied when the C -^H  bond 
distances in the reference and sample are equal. Recently McKean has developed a 
linear correlation between v q ^ is stretching frequency and bond distance. 19,20 The 
slope of the correlation is -0 .0 0 0 1  A per cm ' ^ , making possible precise, relative 
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Figure 2.1. ADLF spectrum of (9,9-^H2)fluorcne. Spectrum acquired at 77 K 
field cycling between 2.3 and 0  Tesla magnetic fields. Other spectrometer parameters 
are: zero-field rf irradiation time of 3 s with H) = 10 mG and frequency increment of 
0.5 kHz; high-field detection via *H resonance at 100 MHz sampled with 
Ostroff-Waugh pulse sequence of 128 echoes; high-field residence rime of 120 s.
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Table 2.1. IR and Deuterium NMR Data for (9 ,9-2 H2)Fluorene and 




( p - c 2 h 2 ) ( p - c o  y
[FeCpd(CO ) ] 2
v(C-H ), cm 2919° 2953, 2899*
d(C-H), Ac 1 .1 1 .1
^ 1 H -1 3 c 128(5) 138 (4), 147(4)
solid-state deuterium NMR (300 K)
e2 qzzQ/h, kHzC 168 (2 ) 174 (2)
ADLF (77 K)
e2q2 zQ/h, kHz 173 (1) /
T1 0 . 0 2  ( 1) /
Aq, electron# 0  (reference) 0.00 (17)*
ayCH1S r^om spectrum of partially deuteriated fluorene.
^Spectrum acquired with micro diffuse reflectance cell. Sample diluted 100-fold in 
dry KBr.
‘"Distance from correlation given in reference 19a. For the iron dimer,
assumed to be equal to average v(C-H) stretching frequency.
^Becker, E. D. High Resolution NMR, 2nd ed.; Academic Press: New York, 1980;
pp 93-106. 
e Assumed q  = 0.
/Proton T ] too short for ADLF experiment at 77 K.
^Defined on eq 2.2.
*Error limit represents assumed 0.010 A uncertainty in C -H  bond length.
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Figure 2.2. Solid-state NMR spectrum of dj-fp-C^HjlCp-COJfFeCpdtCO)^
(Cpd = 5% deuteriated cyclopentadienyl). The innermost powder pattern is due to the 
Cp-ring deuterons; the outermost powder pattern is due to the deuteriated bridging 
methylene unit High-field NMR spectrometer parameters air as follows; spectrum 
acquired at 11.7 Tesla; T = 300 K; 1416 scans; relaxation delay *  30 s; 90* pulse 
length = 3.0 ps; 30 ps delay between the two pulses of the quadrupole echo 
sequence.
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Acquisition of solid-state deuterium NMR spectra at 76.7 MHz for 
c(5- 0 x-C^H2 )0 J.-CO)[FeCp(CX> )]2  proved to be difficult due to an extremely long 
deuterium T j. Therefore, the Cp-ring positions were partially deuteriated to reduce 
the deuterium T j at the C^H2  u n it .^ - ^  The solid-state deuterium NMR spectrum 
of c/5-(p.-C^H 2 )(p-CO)[FeCpd(CO)J2  is shown in Figure 2.2.
The observed deuterium NMR parameters (Table 2.1) arc simply not compatible 
with the assignment of a large excess charge on carbon in this, the first application of 
solid-state deuterium NMR techniques to the determination of charge structure in an 
organometallic complex. Rather, we find that the bridging methylene carbon has zero 
charge relative to the reference aliphatic carbon atom within limits that we estimate to 
be 0.17 e based on an assumed uncertainty of 0.01 A in the C-H  bond distances.
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Abstract
Three bridging methylene metal dimers: rran.r-(jr-CH2 )[MnCp(CO)2 ]2 . 
cri-(p -C H 2 )(|i-CO)[FeCp(CO)|2 , and /ra /u -(p -C H 2 )[CoCp(CO)]2 , have been 
studied by multinuclear magnetic resonance methods. The solid-state deuterium 
NMR results arc interpreted using a model that yields the charge resident on the 
methylene carbon atom; charge on carbon is most negative for the cobalt dimer and 
proceeds in the order: Fe<Mn<Co. The NMR chemical shifts and the nuclear 
spin-spin coupling constant, ^ l j ^ - 1 3 c  816  interpreted in terms of bonding about 
the methylene carbon site. The NMR chemical shifts for the methylene carbon 
are quite different from those for aliphatic methylene units; an attempt to correlate the 
^max of the lower-energy UV/vis absorptions with the NMR chemical shifts for 
the three metal dimers failed Based on the values o f * t he hybridization 
about each carbon center is approximately comparable to that in aliphatic carbon 
centers; interestingly, the methylene carbon site in 
cir-(ji-C H 2 )(p-CO)[FeCp(CO)J2  has two different values o f 1J 1 j-j—13^ 
suggesting slightly different C -H  bonds. This work suggests that for the study of 
organic moieties adsorbed on metal surfaces, deuterium quadrupole coupling 
constants and l j j - 1 3 c  ma^ l^e most useful parameters for studying some 
aspects of the electronic structure.
*T o  whom correspondence should be addressed.
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3.1. Introduction.
It is evident from the work done on bridging methylene metal dimers that it can be 
rather difficult to determine the charge on a carbon atom adjacent to a metal. The 
chemistry of bridging methylene metal dimers and the value o f the NMR 
chemical shifts have suggested a partial negative charge at the bridging carbon.^ The 
C ]s binding energy for a series of bridging methylene complexes obtained from 
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, shifted by approximately -2 eV from that in 
cyclopropane, indicates that the charges on carbon are in the range of -0.5 to 
-0.7 e.^a A combination of UV photoelectron spectroscopy and molecular orbital 
calculations also yields a substantial negative charge on carbon .^*5 However, for 
(p-O ^)!M nC p(C O > 2 ]2 - a high-resolution X-ray diffraction electron density map 
showed no excess charge buildup at the bridging methylene carbon site."* Finally, the 
Pauling electroneutrality principle states that charge separation tends not to occur. In 
view of this ongoing dilemma, and with the goal of developing a quick and simple 
analytical tool, we decided to attempt the solution of this problem by using solid-state 
deuterium NMR spectroscopy.
The first system^ to which we applied solid-state deuterium NMR techniques to 
the determination of charge on carbon is cis-(ii-C 2 H2 )(R-CO)tFeCp^=5 (CX) ) ] 2  
(Cp^ = 5% deuteriated cyclopentadienyl).^ in that work we found a zero charge on 
the bridging methylene carbon site relative to an aliphatic carbon atom. We have now 
extended the work to t r a n r - fp - C ^ ^ M M n C p d ^ -^ C O ^ ^  (Cp^ = 2.7% 
deuteriated cyclopentadienyl) and to rrans-(p-C^H 2 )[CoCpd=5 (CO)]2 . The results 
of the present work also support the observation that the charges at the carbon atom at 
the bridging site in bridging methylene metal dimers are comparable to that of a 
standard aliphatic carbon atom. Slight variations in the charge among the three metal 
dimers are observed; thus, the method may be sensitive enough to detect changes in
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the charge on the order of 1 0 "? e.
Solution NMR parameters, such as the NMR chemical shift, S, and the 
nuclear spin-spin coupling constant, ^ 1 ^ -1 3 ^ .  are also related to electronic 
structure. Unfortunately, even the qualitative assessment o f charge on carbon from 
NMR chemical shifts is often not straightforward. The NMR chemical shift 
for a particular carbon atom depends on the arrangement of the occupied and 
unoccupied molecular orbitals that involve the carbon a to m ;?  in contrast, the effects 
of virtual molecular orbitals on *H NMR chemical shifts are usually negligible. 
Nevertheless, a careful analysis of the parameters affecting the NMR chemical 
shifts, such as the difference in energy between molecular orbitals with a high carbon 
2 s - and 2 p-orbital character, can yield sometimes useful correlations between 
NMR chemical shifts and some aspects of the electronic structure of a metal 
complex ? a,c Unfortunately, our attempt to correlate the of the lower-energy 
optical transitions with the * NMR chemical shifts for the three metal dimers 
failed. Finally, the values of *Jj j |- 1 3 c  coupling constants are examined for 
evidence of the carbon 2s-orbital character. In summary, an array of solution- and 
solid-state NMR have been applied to the study of the electronic characteristics of 
bridging methylene metal dimers.
3 .2. E x p e rim en ta l S ection .
3.2.1. Preparation o f Compounds. Air-sensitive materials were prepared 
using glovebox and Schlenk techniques. Solvents were purified by distillation from 
Na-K/benzophenonc under nitrogen. CH2 CI2  (Baker PHOTREX ) and 
(Aldrich) were dried over 4 A molecular sieves, purged with nitrogen, and 
freeze- pump-thawed (three cycles). CH2 CI2  was further deoxygenated by 
distillation under a nitrogen atmosphere.
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3.2 .1 .1 . Preparation o f  c i r - t p - ^ C I ^ H p - C O H F e C p t C O J l j .  3 g of 
(C ^ H ^ jP ^ C F ^ I  (Aldrich, 7.4 mmol) was added to a suspension of 1.5 g NaH 
(Aldrich) in 100 ml of THF and the mixture was refluxed for 45 minutes. The 
solution turned yellow indicating the formation of the phosphorus ylide. The solution 
was stirred overnight at room temperature; then 500 mg of (p. -CO)2 [FeCp(CO)}2 
(Aldrich, 1.4 mmol) was added, and the mixture was refluxed for 14 h. 10 g of silica 
gel was added to hydrolized the excess ylide. The solution was concentrated to 
dryness in a rotary evaporator and the product extracted with 2 0 0  ml of diethyl ether, 
the resulting solution was filtered. The filtrate was reconcentrated and purified by 
column chromatography (A ljO j, Activity 1,0* C, diethyl ether). The violet and red 
fractions were combined and re-chromatographed (A ljO j, Activity I, -20* C, diethyl 
ether). The second red band, containing c is - (p -^ C H 2 )(p-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2 , was 
concentrated to 2 0  ml; an equal volume of pentane was added, and the solution was 
kept over dry ice for several days. 170 mg of crystalline
cw -fp - * 3cH2>(p^CO)[FeCp(CO)]2 was obtained. * H-NMR (C ^ J^ C ^ ) of the 
mixture of cis and trans iron dimers: cis: 5 10.3 (d, 1H;  ^Jlj^_13^ = 138 Hz), 8.5 
(d, 1H; 1J i H_ i 3 c  = 147 Hz), 4.7 (s, 10H); trans: 5 9.5 (d, 2H; ^ 1 ^ 1 3 (^ = 1 4 4  
Hz), 8  4.8 (s, 10H).
3.2.1.2. Preparation o f /r a /ir - (p -C H 2 )fC oC p (C O ) ] 2  and  
/rfl«r-(ti-C 2H 2 )[CoCpd =5 (CO )]2 * T hese syn theses w ere perfo rm ed  
follow ing literature procedures: trans-fp -C H jM C oC pfC O )^®  w as prepared from  
N al(p-<X})2 lC oC p(C O )]2 ] and C H 2I2 (A ldrich); N a l(p -C O )2tC oC p(C O )]2]9  was 
prepared from  C oC p(C O ) 2  and sodium  am algam  (N a-H g); and C o C p tC O ^ lO  was 
prepared from  C o2 (CO)g (Pressure C hem icals) and freshly distilled  cyclopentadiene. 
tra /tr - ( |a -C 2H 2 )[CoCpd = ^(C O ) ] 2  was prepared in a sim ilar m anner using
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(MSD Isotopes) and slightly deutcriated cyclopentadiene. 5 According to the mass 
spectra of the deutcriated and non—deuteriated cyclopentadiene, 5% of the 
carbon-hydrogen bonds in the cyclopentadiene were deuteriatcd.^
3 .2 .1.3. Preparation of fr«M S-(p-C ^H 2 )[M n C p d = ^*7 (C O )2 J2 -
rro/u-(p.-C^H 2 )[MnCp(*=2 -7 (CO)2 ] 2  was synthesized from [M n C p ^ ^ tc C D j]  
and C^H2 N2 , following the literature procedure for the synthesis of the protonated 
analogue. * 1 [ MnCp^=^ ^  was prepared by heating a mixture of 1 g of 
[MnCp(CO)3 ) (Strem Chemical, 4.9 mmol) with 6  g of Sr(O^H )2  in a sealed 
thick-wall pyrex tube (5 x 10 cm, rated at 400 lb/inch^) at 200 *C for 60 h. After this 
the product was extracted with diethyl ether, filtered, and dried over 4 A molecular 
sieves. 700 mg of crystalline [MnCp^=^* (^0 0 )3 ) was obtained after solvent 
removal and vacuum sublimation at 50 *C. According to the mass spectra of the 
deuteriated and non-deuteriated compounds, 2.7% of the carbon-hydrogen bonds in 
the monomeric metal complex were deuteriated.^ SriO^H>2 ^  was prepared by 
mixing 20 g o f SrO (Strem Chemical, 193 mmol) with 6  ml of under nitrogen 
(to avoid the formation of S1C O 3 ).
3.2.2. Solution NMR and UV/Visible Spectroscopy. Solution and 
^ C  NMR spectra were acquired on a Broker AC 100 and AM400 spectrometers. 
NMR tubes were sealed under vacuum. * ^ C NMR spectra were recorded at 25.1 and 
100.6 MHz. Coupled ^ C  NMR spectra were run using a gated irradiation 
technique to enhance the signalto-noise ratio via the Over ha user effect 1 ^ C NMR 
chemical shifts in C ^ k ^ C ^  m  reported in parts per million, 5, ppm, relative to 
tetramethylsilane (TMS). ^ 1  j j _ 1  3 ^  were obtained either from coupled ^ C  NMR 
spectra or from the carbon satellite bands in the NMR spectra. * J lj j-1 3 c  fOT the 
iron dimer were obtained using a sample labeled with * at the bridging methylene
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position.
UV/visible spectra were recorded in the range of 190-820 nm with a HP 8451A 
diode array spectrophotometer using a quartz cell with a 1 cm pathlength and 
millimolar solutions of the metal dimers in G ^ C ^ .  Spectroscopy of the cis and 
trans iron dimers was complicated by rapid (minutes) isomerization in solution. The 
absorption maxima for the trans and cis iron dimers were obtained from the 
time-dependent spectrum of the cis isomer. One ambiguity remains: the absorption 
band at 540 nm may be due to the trans isomer rather than the cis dimer, as the 
trans dimer is formed during sample dilution. ^
3.2.3. S o lid -S ta le  D euterium  NM R Spectroscopy. The solid-state 
deuterium NMR experiments were done at the NSF Regional NMR center at the 
University of South Carolina on a modified Varian VXR400 spectrometer. The 
pulse sequence was (90x _x-ti~ 90y-t2 -acqXi-x) T h e  high-field NMR 
spectrometer parameters are as follows: spectrum acquired at 61.4 MHz; T = 300 K; 
90* pulse length = 2 .2  ps; tj = 50 ps; t2  = 35 ps. Spectra for 
r ra /u - fp -C ^ ^ M C o C p ^ ^ C O )^  were obtained with recycle delays of 10 s (4608 
scans) and 45 s (1736 scans). Since the calculated T j for the deuterons of the 0 ^ 2  
unit is 7.5 s, the latter spectrum corresponds to the fully relaxed sample. Spectra for 
r r a /u - f p - C ^ ^ H M n C p ^ ^ f C O ^ ^  were obtained with recycle delays of 2 0  s 
(3000 scans) and 100 s (1736 scans). However even with 100 s of recycle delay, the 
deuterons of the C^H2  unit are not fully relaxed.
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3.3. T heo re tica l A spects o f  the S o lid -  an d  S o lu tio n -S ta te  NMR 
P a ra m e te rs .
3.3.1. In te rp re ta tio n  o f D eu terium  Q u ad ru p o le  C oupling  
Constants. In conventional solid-state deuterium N M R ,^  adiabatic 
demagnetization in the laboratory frame (ADLF) s p e c t r o s c o p y ,  *7 or zero-field 
N M R ,^  the measurable quantities are the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant, 
e2 qzzO/h. and the asymmetry parameter, r\. Here, e is the absolute value of the 
electronic charge in esu, Q is the deuterium nuclear quadrupole moment with a value 
of 2 .8 6  x 10-27 cm2, ^  ^ js pianck's constant, and the quantity eqzz is the largest 
component of the traceless electric field gradient tensor in the principal axis system.^® 
The value of e q ^ , in cgs units, is a sum of nuclear and electronic contributions, 
which may be written as an expectation value of the electronic wavefunction, 4-*, 




, 2  2 3Zj
(3 .1)
where the index n is over the other atoms in the molecule with nuclear charge Kn, ao 
is the Bohr radius in cm, and the index i is over the electrons of the molecule. Since 
only the occupied molecular orbitals contribute to the electric field gradient,21  
excited-state effects do not obscure or complicate the interpretation of the 
experimental results as is often the case for ^ l j^ - 1 3 c  and NMR chemical shifts 
which do depend on excited states7.31
For a simple, terminal X -2h  bond, the positive, nuclear term in eq 3.1 makes 
e^q^Q /h  sensitive to both the number of protons in the neighboring nucleus, X, and 
the X -2h  bond length. The negative, electronic term shields the deuterium nucleus
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from the neighboring nuclear charge, Kn. For terminal X -^H  bonds, e2 qzz(yh is 
positive and dominated by the nuclear term, as can be seen in Figure 3.1 and Table
3.1. We can also notice in Figure 3.1 that there is an approximately linear 
relationship between e^q^Q /h  and nuclear charge around the carbon center.
In order to gauge the shielding effect of electrons in the deuterium quadrupole 
coupling constant, we can calculate the contribution of the carbon nucleus to the 
deuterium electric field gradient and, in turn, the quadrupole coupling constant, from 
eq 3.1, and compare its value to the typical value of the deuterium quadrupole 
coupling constant for a C -2H bond of 170 kHz. The carbon nuclear contribution is
2
eqzz (nuclear) = Kc  3 cPs e  - 1 ( 3  2)
IC
where = 6  e, r ^  = 1.1 x 1 0 '8  cm, and the quantity in the numerator has been 
converted from cartesian to polar coordinates where 0  is the angle between the C-^H 
bond vector and the z axis of the electric field gradient tensor. Because experimental 
data and theoretical calculations of simple hydrocarbons show that the z axis is 
directed very nearly along the C -2H bond vector, 0 is set to zero.22,2^ Equation 3.2 
yields eq 7 7 (nuclear) = 4.331 x 1 0 ^  esu/cm^, or, in frequency units and factoring in 
the deuterium electric quadrupole moment, e2 qzzCyh = +897.8 kHz. This value for 
the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant is much larger than the value of 170 kHz; 
thus the negative electronic term largely, but not completely, mitigates the nuclear 
contribution to the electric field gradient at the deuterium nucleus.
The implication of eq 3.1 and Figure 3.1 and the effect of electronic shielding on 
the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant, described above, is simply this. An 
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Figure 3.1. Deuterium quadrupole coupling constants versus atomic number for 
some X -^H  terminal bonds.
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Table 3.1. Deuterium Quadmpolar Coupling Constants for X -^H  Systems.














value because of the reduced shielding of the carbon nuclear charge. Conversely, an 
electron rich carbon center has a well-shielded nuclear charge and should have a 
smaller value for the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant than the reference 
value.
3.3.1.1. R ela tionsh ip  Betw een th e  D eu te riu m  Q u ad ru p o le  C oupling  
C onstant and  the  C harge on C arbon. Several successful models have been 
developed to interpret electric field gradients in other terminal bonding environments, 
most notably, C -X  (X = Cl, Br, I) .2  l d »2 4  and X = 0  (X «* C, P, S ) . 2 5  Also 
noteworthy are models for Lewis acid bonding to pyridine2** and ligation in cobalt 
complexes2 2  where the nuclei of interest are and ^ C o , respectively.
For a C -2H bond, eq 3 .1 can be adapted for the purpose of relating quadrupole
coupling constants to charge on carbon based on tve four following observations: ( 1)
The z axis of the electric field gradient tensor is directed very nearly along the C -2H 
22 23bond vector; ’ J as noted above, this simplifies the numerator in eq 3,1. (2) As 
indicated in equations 3.1 and 3.2, eqzz depends on the value of the nuclear charge to 
the first power and, (3), the C -2H bond distance to the inverse third power. (4) In 
assigning charge on carbon based on solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy, a 
convenient approach is to use a "standard" methylene unit to provide a reference for 
the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant, e2 qzzQ/h(ref); by employing a 
reference, one can circumvent the very significant problems associated with absolute 
charge measurements, especially that of partitioning electron density among 
non-identical atoms.2^ The key assumption is that, exclusive of charge on carbon, 
the other aspects of the electronic structure o f the carbon environment, particularly the 
C-^H  bond, are similar for both the reference and sample systems. Because both the 
nuclear and electronic terms of eq 3.1 are functions of distance to the inverse third
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power, only the local region about the C -2H bond is required to be similar. 
Following the development of the two interpretive models to calculate the charge on 
carbon, we will return to the concept of a reference system and discuss the particular 
ramifications this procedure has for organometallic complexes.
We shall develop two models: the point charge model and the assigned orbital 
model. In the point charge model, variations of the deuterium quadrupole coupling 
constant about the reference value are described by a point charge situated at the 
carbon nuclear position. Thus, considering the simplifications explained above, eq 
3.1 takes the form
e 2 qz z Q /h(sam ple) = e 2 qz z Q /h(ref) + — A cm Ke 0 /h >Aq (3
d(C-H)
where d(C-H) is in Angstroms and Aq is the signed point charge on carbon relative to 
the reference methylene carbon. The factor of two in the numerator comes from the 
3zn 2  - rn 2  term in eq 3.1 and the fact that the C 2H bond and the z axis of the electric 
field gradient tensor are aligned (recall that the analytical expression for that term is 
(3cos20 - 1)). The factor of lO2^ A 3 cm '3 is the conversion factor for C -H  bond 
lengths in Angstroms to cgs units. For a typical C -H  bond length of 1.1 A, the point 
charge model yields a 149.6 kHz change in the value of e2 qzzQ/h per unit electric 
charge, Aq; as expected, this is one-sixth the value previously calculated in eq 3.2 for 
the carbon nuclear contribution to the deuterium electric field gradient. While the 
point charge model is relatively simple to apply, the localization of charge at the 
nuclear center is a severe over-simplification, especially given the l/r^ distance 
dependence of the electric field gradient tensor elements.
In the assigned orbital model, charge resident on the carbon atom is assumed to
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have been added to or removed from a carbon orbital which contributes to a 
high-lying occupied molecular orbital. O f the two molecular orbitals in the CH2  unit 
that contribute to the bonding in the bridging methylene metal dimers, the carbon 2 p 
orbital, orthogonal to the C-H bonds and lying in the plane of the 
dimetallocyclopropane unit, contributes to a high-lying occupied
H H
Fe Fe
molecular orbital.29 Because the carbon 2p orbital shown above participates more in 
higher-lying occupied molecular orbitals, charge transfer to and from the carbon site 
should preferentially involve this carbon 2 p orbital than the other carbon valence 
orbitals. Therefore, in the assigned orbital model eq 3.3 is modified to give
e24zzQ/h(sample) = e ^ ^ Q /h lre f )
1  2 2
3zi n (3.4)
where 4*p is the carbon 2p orbital shown above and Aq is the signed change in 
occupancy of the 2p orbital relative to the reference molecule. The electric field 
gradient expectation value is calculated by using a Slater-type orbital (Z ^  = 1.72) and 
an analytical expression.^^b Since the carbon 2p orbital evaluated in eq 3.4 is more 
spatially diffuse than the corresponding point charge approximation used in eq 3 .3 , 
the effect of a unit charge on the deuterium electric field gradient should be reduced.
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Based on a C-H  bond length of 1 .1 A, eq 3.4 yields a 71.2 kHz shift in the 
deuterium quadrupole coupling constant per unit electric charge, Aq.
The choice of model will affect the sensitivity of the technique. For a C-H bond 
distance o f 1 .1 0  A, eq 3.3 predicts that a point charge on carbon of -0.5 e should 
reduce the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant by 74.8 kHz. On the other hand, 
according to eq 3.4, an increased occupancy of the carbon 2p orbital by 0.5 e should 
reduce the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant by 30.6 kHz. Finally, with 
modem NMR techniques, deuterium quadrupole coupling constants can be 
determined with an accuracy on the order of 1 to 2 kHz, suggesting that solid-state 
deuterium NMR spectroscopy is a sensitive method for measuring the charge on 
carbon.
3.3.1.2. Choice of a Su itab le  R eference M olecule. In both the point 
charge and assigned orbital models, the calculated value of Aq is linearly dependent 
on the value of the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant of the reference system. 
Therefore, the choice of the reference system is important in this analysis. There are 
at least two structural features that could, to different extent, affect the reference and 
sample systems; different C -^H  bond lengths and the presence of other charged 
nuclei. With regard to the C-^H  bond lengths, ab initio molecular orbital calculations 
and the subsequent evaluation of eq 3.1 has shown that the value of the deuterium 
quadrupole coupling constant increases by 1 kHz per 0 .0 0 1  A reduction in the C-^H 
bond length. While it is possible to scale the reference value according to the 
difference in C-^H  bond lengths, it is preferable to chose a reference system having 
the same C -^H  bond length as the sample. Changes in the C -^H  bond length are 
more significant for the point charge model (eq 3.3), but matter less for the diffuse 
charge distribution of the assigned orbital model (eq 3.4). For Aq = -0.5 e and C-^H
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bond distances of 1.09 A and 1 .1 1  A, reductions of the deuterium quadrupole 
coupling constant of 76.9 kHz and 73.8 kHz, respectively, are predicted according to 
eq 3.3, and reductions o f 30.9 and 30.2 kHz, respectively, according to eq 3.4.
With regard to other charged nuclei, recent work has shown that oxygen nuclei, 
in functional groups such as carbonyls or un-ionized carboxylic acids, adjacent to a 
C-^H  bond, can modulate the value of the deuterium quadrupole coupling constants. 
A reduction of 5 kHz was found for one site in (4—chlorophenyl)[2 ,2 -^H 2 ]acetic acid 
where d(0 - • -^H) is only 2.36 A.30 For the present work, the main concern is the 
effect of the metal atoms. Eq 3.2 can be used to estimate the effect of charges on the 
metal atoms; the results are listed in Table 3.2 and are discussed in section 3.4.3.
3.3.2. In te rp re ta tio n  o f th e  13 C NM R C hem ical Shifts. T he
complete chemical shielding interaction is a second rank tensor (ojj = Ojj) whose 
trace, divided by three, is the isotropic nuclear shielding parameter, Ojso 
Conversion to the solution-state chemical shift scale is done with the relationship 6  = 
(oref - <Jjso) x 1 0 ^ where a reference value, c ref, is, for ^H and ^ C ,  
tetramethylsilanc (TMS) and a ref(TMS) =0. a  is the sum of two terms, and cP, 
the diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms, respectively, according to the Ramsey 
expression .^  For those nuclei, mainly hydrogen, for which lo^l »  laPl, the 
chemical shift can be a measure of electronic charge on an atomic center. 
Unfortunately, this is not usually the case for carbon, for which the paramagnetic 
term can be large; the relative magnitude of the diamagnetic and paramagnetic terms 
for carbon in organometallic complexes has been very well discussed by Fenske7a 
and we summarize a few salient points here.
First, the paramagnetic contribution contains expectation values for the angular 
momentum operators, La  (a  = x, y, z) and Lo/r^j3, where rjj3  is the electron-nuclear
Table 3.2. Estimated Contributions to the Deuterium Quadrupole Coupling Constant from an X-Atom Adjacent to the 
Bridging Methylene Carbon Site.0
Compound 3cos2 6 - l  d(X--H)3, e ^ Q / h
A3 per atom. kHz per molecule, kHz
rrans-(ji-C^H2)[MnQKCO)2]2 0.579 19.13 0.30 0.6
c«-dt-C 2H2)0i-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2 0.664, 0.664 18.39, 18.36 0.36, 0.36 0.72
rrans-0i-C2H2)tCoCp(CO)l2 0.671, 0.674 17.62, 17.50 0.38, 0.38 0.76
(9,9-3H2)Fluorcne 0.73 10.1 0.70 1.4
aCakulations arc based on equation 3.2 assuming a nuclear charge for the X atom of +0.1 e. The equation used is as 
follows:
~ . ,___ , v  2 0.1 x 99500 (3cos20 -1)Contribution from each X atom to e q Q/h = ---------------- --------------
d(X-H)
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vector. These operators couple occupied and unoccupied molecular orbitals, thus 
their evaluation requires knowledge of both ground state and excited state 
wavefunctions. Second, there is an inverse dependence on the energy separation, 
AEge , between ground and excited molecular orbitals. In summary, for systems with 
very similar values for the angular momentum operators, and thus similar expectation 
values for 1^  and L q / t^ ,  the chemical shift can be proportional to the inverse of 
AEge . If one assumes that AEge is, in turn, proportional to the energy of optical 
absorptions, correlations can be developed between 8  and Xma*. While much has 
been made of correlations between 8  and in other contexts, we have found that 
for organometaJlic systems, the utility of such correlations may prove to be of limited 
value.
3.3.3. In te rp re ta tio n  of J -C o u p lin g  C onstan ts. N uclear spin-spin  
coupling constants result from three types of interactions:^ (1) the Fermi contact 
interaction between the electron and nuclear spins, (2 ) a magnetic dipolar interaction 
between the electron and nuclear spins, and (3) an orbital interaction between the 
magnetic field produced by the orbital motion of the electrons and the nuclear 
magnetic m oment Only the Fermi contact term is important when one of the coupled 
nuclei is a hydrogen atom; the other two mechanisms contribute less than 7% to the 
value of the J-coupling c o n s ta n t^  Present day computational methods for 
calculating J-coupling constants are based on methods developed by Pople and 
San try.3-* Recent applications have included the calculation of J-coupling constants 
in transition metal hydrides. 34 The equation that describes the Fermi contact 
contribution to the ^ 1  j^ - 1  coupling constant shows that this term is direcdy 
proportional to the s-orbital overlap and inversely proportional to the average 
excitation energy, AE, of molecular orbitals that are closely coupled to the C-H
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b o n d . 35 Since the presence of metal atoms has little effect on *J 1jj-1 3 c  one can 
use the value of ^ 1 ^ - 1 3 ^  to calculate the percentage o f s-orbital character, i.e. 
hybridization of the carbon center.36
In the following discussion, C-H  bonding is discussed in terms of linear 
combinations of atomic orbitals with coefficients qualitatively described by terms 
such as sp^ and sp3, however, the valence bond approach implied by terms such as 
SpX= 1,2,3 is not used  herein. Therefore, in this work, deuterium quadrupole 
coupling constants, NMR chemical shifts, and ^Jip j_ i3 ^.are all discussed in 
the same LCAO bonding framework.
3.4. R esu lts  a n d  D iscussion.
3.4.1. R eference M olecule. The compound chosen as a reference molecule 
for an aliphatic C-^H  bond is a three-ring aromatic compound, (9 ,9 -^H 2 >fluorene 
which contains a c 2 h 2  unit in a relatively rigid site.3? Rigidity at the C^H2  site 
reduces the potential for modonal averaging influencing the value of the deuterium 
quadrupole coupling constant, a concern that has arisen in studies of other aliphatic 
systems such as nonadecane.3* The results of the previously reported spectra for 
(9 ,9 -^ H 2 )fluorene, obtained with solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy at 300 K 
and with adiabatic demagnetization in the laboratory frame (ADLF) spectroscopy at 
77 K,-* show only a small increase in the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant 
with decreasing temperature; thus, solid-state motional averaging is not important in 
(9,9-^H 2 )fluorene, making 173.0 (7) kHz a reliable reference value for an aliphatic 
C -2H bond.
3.4.2. C -H  Bond Distances. As discussed above it is important to know 
the C-H bond lengths for both the sample and the reference molecules. In this work,
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C -H  bond lengths were obtained from a linear correlation between v q - j 1 s  and C-H  
bond lengths, which has been recently developed by Me Kean, ^  and has been 
successfully applied to other metal alkyls such as CH^MnCCO^ and 
C H ^R eC C O ^.^ The slope of the correlation is -0 .0 0 0 1  A cm '*, making possible 
precise, relative assessments of C-H bond lengths. We assume that the zero-point 
energy change associated with deuteriation is similar for both reference and sample, 
therefore, the resulting changes in C -H  bond lengths upon deuteriation should be 
nearly equivalent for both reference and sample bonds. As shown in Table 3.3, the 
predicted C -H  bond distances for the three bridging methylene metal dimers and the 
reference molecule fluorene, are equal to 1.1 A. Because the bond lengths are the 
same for reference and sample, no scaling or other modification of the value of 
c^zQ /hC ref) is required.
3 .4 .3 . S o lid -S ta te  D euterium  N M R  Spectroscopy. Acquisition of 
solid-state deuterium NMR spectra at 61.4 MHz for
frans-(p.-C^H2 )[MnCp(CO)2 l2  and tram -O i-C ^^H C oC pfC O )^  gave spectra 
with an unsatisfactory signal-to-noise ratio due to a long deuterium T j. As reported 
earlier this problem was extreme in the case of c is-0 i-C ^H 2 )(M“CO)[FeCp(CO) )2  
where even at 76 .7  MHz no signal was obtained after extended signal averag ing .^
To overcome this problem the ring positions on the cyclopentadienyl ligands were 
partially deuteriated to establish a cross-relaxation mechanism* * 3  pathway between 
the C^H2  unit and the deuteriums in the Cp ring which are known to have a short 
T j 41b,c The solid-state spectra of n r n r - tp - C ^ ^ r M n C p ^ ^ lC C V ^ k  and 
/ra n r-( |i-C 2 H2 )lCoCp<*“ 5 (CO) ] 2  are shown in Figures 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. 
The innermost peaks in the overlapping powder patterns correspond to the rapidly 




Figure 3.2. Solid-state deuterium NMR spectrum of 




Figure 3.3. Solid-state deuterium NMR spectrum of 
ironj-t^-C^HjMCoCpd^COJJj (Cpd=5 -  5% deutcriated cyclopentadicnyl).
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in the <3 ^ 2  unit. The frequency sp litting^  between the peaks of the C^H2  powder 
pattern times a factor of 4/3 (assuming the asymmetry parameter is zero or near zero) 
gives deuterium quadrupole coupling constants of 169 (2) and 168 (2) kHz for the 
manganese and cobalt bridging methylene dimers, respectively.
The observed deuterium NMR parameters and the calculated Aq, according to eq
3.4, for the three metal dimers and the reference compound are given in Table 3.3. 
For simplicity, eq 3.3 was used in the propagation of errors for Aq using the reported 
errors for e^q^Q /htsam ple) and e^qzzQ/hfref), and an assumed error in the C-H  
bond distance of 0 .0 1  A. The errors in Aq reported in this work are one order of 
magnitude smaller than the error of 0.17 e, reported earlier for the iron dim er,5 which 
was estimated by calculating the error based on only the nuclear contribution to tq 77 
and neglecting the compensating effect of the electronic contribution (i.e. eq. 3.2)42
Based on the data presented in Table 3.3, there is no evidence for assigning a 
large negative charge to the carbon at the methylene bridging site for any of the three 
metal dimers studied The charge on the carbon of a bridging methylene metal dimer 
is little different from that for an aliphatic methylene unit Tbe most negatively 
charged carbon site, -0.08 e, is found in the cobalt dimer.
We reiterate that a through-space effect on the deuterium electric field gradient 
may be caused by a neighboring metal atom. Unfortunately, there is no experimental 
data that permits one to assess the magnitude of tire shift, though, in these dimers, the 
effect is most likely to yield slightly larger values of the deuterium quadrupole 
coupling constant than might otherwise be expected Because of the relatively long 
distance between the deuteron and the metal atoms, charge on the metal can be 
modeled as a point charge. With the assumption that the point charge is +0.1 e, the 
calculated shifts, based on eq 3.2, for the value of the deuterium quadrupole coupling 
constant are listed in Table 3.2. Even the largest of these shifts, that for fluorene, is
Table 33 . IR and Deuterium NMR Data for (p.-C2H2)[MnCpd=2*7(CO)2]2> (p-C2H2)(p-CO)[FeCpd_5(CO)]2, 
(U-C2H2)[CoCpd=5(CO)]2. and (9,9^H 2)Fluorene.





















aDi stance from correlation given in reference 37. For the iron and cobalt dimer, v q jis assumed to be equal to the average 
v(C-H) stretching frequency.
^Defined in eq 3.4.
cvch15 fr™11 spectrum of the partially deutcriated manganese dimer.
^Assumed tj = 0.
^Erior limit calculated according to eq. 3.3, and represents an assumed uncertainty in the C-H bond length of 0.01 A. 
-^Reference 5.
^Reference 52.
*From the ADLF spectrum taken at 77 K so as to avoid motional averaging.
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small with respect to the effect due to charge on the central carbon atom which 
amounts, in the assigned orbital model, to 71.2 kHz/e.
The methylene carbon atoms in both the cobalt and manganese dimers have a 
slightly more negative charge than the iron dimer. For comparison , theoretical 
calculations have yielded the following charges for the respective dimers: manganese, 
-0.53; iron, -0.52; and cobalt, -0.62.3^-29a j ^ e  fact that the cobalt dimer is more 
negative than the iron dimer can be explained in terms of metal basicity which can be 
estimated by the number of tt-acceptor ligands and the d-electron count on the metal 
atom. Since the cobalt dimer has fewer n-acceptor ligands and the highest number of 
d electrons, the metal center should have a greater Lewis basicity, and so yield a more 
negative charge on carbon. However, this argument does not explain why the charge 
on the manganese dimer is so close to the charge on the cobalt dimer, but more 
negative than the iron dimer.
A second possible factor affecting the charge on carbon could lie with the angular 
dependence of metal-carbon orbital overlap which will depend on the geometry of the 
molecules. In accord with the assumption, made in molecular orbital 
calculations^^b,29a that the carbon 2 p orbital in the bridging methylene metal dimers 
is more stable than the block of d electrons, an increase in orbital overlap should 
increase the charge at the carbon site. The M -C bond distances and M -C -M  angles 
for the three metal dimers studied are given in Table 3.4. The M -C  distances increase 
with increasing metal atom covalent radius. On the other hand, no obvious trend is 
followed by the M -C -M  angles; the M -C -M  angle in the manganese dimer is 7* 
larger than the cobalt dimer, which in turn has a slightly higher M -C -M  angle than 
the iron dimer (2*). It is possible that a larger value for M -C -M angle enhances the 
metal-carbon orbital overlap making the charge on carbon in the manganese dimer a 
bit more negative than what would be expected based on metal basicity. Following












rrans-tp-CH jJtM nCptCO^^ 2.7996 (11) 2.026 { i f 87.4(1) 2.7C 44C
m -0t-C H 2)(li-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2rf 2.520(1) 1.965 (4) 79.8 (1) 2.7 42
1.964 (4) 2.6 42
fraM-(p-CH2)tCoCp(CO)l2c 2.497 (1) 1.925 (2) 81.0(1) 2.6 42
1.920(2) 2.6 42
Fluorene - - - 2.2 41
‘’Distance from the X atom to the hydrogens in the CH2 unit X represents the metal atoms in the three metal dimers and 
the carbon atoms adjacent to the CH2  unit in fluorene.
^Structural parameters obtained from single-crystal X-ray diffraction data at 130 K.“*
^Symmetry considerations impose only one value.
^Structural parameters obtained from single-crystal X-ray diffraction at room temperature.^
^The structural parameters reported here correspond to the MeCp analogue. Data obtained from single-crystal X-ray
diffraction at room temperature.®
K>
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the arguments on metal basicity and on the dependancy of the metal-carbon overlap 
with the M -C -M  angle, the charge on carbon in the iron dimer is expected to be less 
negative than in the cobalt dimer, and depending on the difference in metal-carbon 
overlap, the charge could be less negative than in the manganese dimer.
Nevertheless, since it is not possible to estimate the extent to which metal basicity and 
metal-carbon overlap modulates the charge on carbon (note that the difference in 
M -C -M  angle between the cobalt and iron dimer is very small), we must also 
consider the possibility that, for the iron dimer, the presence of a second bridging 
ligand is the cause of a more positive charge on carbon. The bridging carbonyl 
participates in the same molecular orbital as does the carbon 2 p orbital, thus the 
charge in the metallocycle is distributed among four atomic centers instead of three 
atomic centers as in the manganese and cobalt dimers.
3.4.4, Solution NM R C hem ical S h ifts  and  UV/V isible 
Spectroscopy. The *3C NMR chemical shifts for the bridging methylene metal 
dimers are given in Table 3.5. These values are quite different than those associated 
with methylene units in aliphatic carbons, which fall in the range of 20 to 70 ppm. 
Because of partially-occupied, low-lying d orbitals, metal centers are expected to 
affect the value of the paramagnetic contribution to the 13C NMR chemical shift 
differently than first-row, main-group atoms.
The LUMO in the manganese and cobalt bridging methylene metal dimers is 
formed by the metal d orbitals and the carbon 2 p orbital; in the iron dimer, the 
contribution from a n* orbital of the bridging carbonyl is also present.3b*29 The 
UV/visible spectra for the three metal dimers are shown in Figure 3.4. By analogy to 
(ft—CO)2 [Fe(CO)Cp]2 , where the transition at 315 nm has been assigned to the 
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Figure 3.4. UV/visible spectra for (fi-CH2 )[CoCp(CO)]2 , 
(H-€H2)[MnCp(CO)2 ]2  and (n-CH2)(H-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2 .
Table 3.5. UV/Visible and Solution NMR Parameters for (p-CH 2 )[MnCp(CO)2 ]2 i (M.-CH2 )(M.-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2, and 
Cii-CH2 )[CoCp(CO)]2.
Compound MaxAbs/ 1 Max Abs,c 5,
nm [E)fr nm (E]b ppm (CH2) Hz (CH2 ) Hz (CcpH)
trans-(p.-CH2)tMnCp(CO)2]2 406[4400] 578[1000] 153 140 (7)c 178 ( 5 /





138 (2) 178 ( 5 /
rrans-<M-CH2)[CoCp(CO))2 354 [6200] 466 [2600] 
560
104 147 ( 7 / 176 ( 5 /
aAbsorption maxima corresponding to the metal-metal o —kt* transition.
^Molar absorptivities. Measurement has an error of ±20%. 
cAbsorption maxima corresponding to the lower energy transitions.
^Reported errors in J j correspond to the full width of a single peak at half height.
e obtained from the *H NMR spectrum measuring the frequency of the satellite bands with respect to the 
center of the resonance.
V*
•ft J lpj_13c obtained from the coupled * NMR spectrum.
#The rapid cis-trans isomerization reaction did not allow a good measurement of e.
3 ^  obtained from the NMR spectrum of a sample enriched with at the bridging position.
*As described in the experimental section, there is no good evidence of the presence of the 540 nm band in the pure cis 
iron dimer.




trans isomers of the manganese, iron, and cobalt dimers, respectively, to the 
corresponding metal-metal a — transition. Based on molecular orbital 
calculations, a metal o* orbital is the LUMO in these c o m p l e x e s . 3b,29 The lowest 
energy transitions have not been assigned in this work but, based on the assignments 
on (p-C O )2 lFeCp(CO)J2 > they are likely to be drt—«r* or d a —>a* transitions.43
The UV/visible parameters for the lower-energy transitions and the metal-metal 
a —K5* transition are listed in Table 3.5. Figure 3.5 shows a plot of the 
lowest-energy and metal-metal a —KT* transitions versus the NMR chemical 
shifts; the lowest-energy transition use in this plot for the cobalt dimer is the shoulder 
that appears at 560 nm. It is clear from Figure 3.5 that there is no correlation between 
either of the two transitions and the NMR chemical shifts. One possible reason 
for the lack of correlation is the presence o f a bridging carbonyl in the iron dimer; the 
concomitant reduction of the Fe-Fe bond distance may decrease Xmax for the 
metal-metal a —>a* transition in {11-C H 2 ) (p-CO)[FeCp(CO)J2 •
3.4.5. Solution l j *H -1 3 C  Coupling Constants. In contrast to the 13c  
NMR chemical shifts, the values of * f lj j-1 3 c  8,16 m u c *1 *css affected by the presence 
of a neighboring metal atom. Typically, the values of * J lpj-13(^ found in 
organometallic complexes are similar to values found in organic systems.36 The 
coupling constants for the bridging methylene and cyclopentadienyl sites are listed in 
Table 3.5. These values are similar to results obtained few other organometallic
complexes.4 4
In cyclohexane, the value of *31^-13 c  ‘s which is typical of sp3
hybridized carbon sites. The larger value of 162 Hz for cyclopropane, is ascribed to 
a rehybridization towards sp^, and therefore, more s-orbital o v e r l a p . 36b jh e  data in 
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Figure 3.5. Plot o f the NMR chemical shifts versus the optical absorption 
maxima.
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metal dimers. Following the same argument used for the organic systems, the values 
° f  1j 1h ~13c  *n^ cate l^at the carbon centers in the metals dimers have a 
hybridization between sp^ and sp3, with no significant differences among the dimers.
It is interesting to note that the cis iron dimer has two different values for
Based on a 2D NMR experiment, NOESY, the two different coupling 
constants have been assigned as shown in Figure 3.6, where the angles shown are 
from the C-H  bonds to the plane of dimetallocycloprane unit. This data suggest that 
the C -H  bonds have slightly different carbon 2s-orbital contributions. The carbon 
bond to Hb may, based on the larger coupling constant and on the larger angle with 
the dimetal locyclopropane unit, have a larger carbon 2 s-orbital contribution
3.5. C o n c lu s io n s .
The deuterium quadrupole coupling constants for the three metal dimers and the 
reference molecule indicate that the charge on a carbon atom is similar to that for an 
aliphatic carbon. The methylene carbon in the manganese and cobalt dimers have 
slight negative charges of -0.07 and -0.08 e, respectively. A preliminary analysis of 
through-space effects caused by the metal atoms indicates no major perturbation of 
the deuterium electric field gradient. We consider these results to be the first 
experimental proof that bridging methylene metal dimers are true 
dime tall acyclpropanes since absence of charge buildup on carbon requires covalent 
metal-carbon bonds. One is reminded of the Walsh description of the bonding in 
cyclopropane^ and the electroneutrality principle put forth by Pauling.46
The 13C NMR chemical shifts for the three metal dimers are about 100 ppm more 
positive (5 units) than the typical chemical shifts found in organic methylene units. 
There is no apparent correlation between the differences in chemical shifts among the 
three metal dimers and the for the optical absorptions.
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Hb 4 7  Hz
Ha F e 2
121.6
138 Hz Fe 1
Figure 3.6. Structure of m - ^ - C H 2 )(ii-CO)[FeCp(CO ) ] 2  and assignment of 
1 j 1 3 ^, coupling constants for the bridging methylene site.
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The values of ^ 1 ^ - 1 3 ^  coupling constants are not greatly affected by the 
presence of a nearby metal atom, and arguments based on differences on the amount 
of s character in the C -H  bond, i.e. hybridization, were used to explain differences in 
J-coupling constants.
Since the work done on bridging methylene metal dimers is relevant to the study 
of similar species that are formed over metallic surfaces, the results obtained in this 
work indicate that NMR studies of adsorbed molecules on surfaces will prove most 
productive for electronic structure analysis if deuterium quadrupole coupling 
constants and ^ l j^ - 1 3 ^  coupling constants arc obtained.
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CHAPTER 4
Rotation of the Cyclopentadienyl Ligand in (ji-CO)2 [FeCp(CO )]2  in 
the Solid State as Determined From Solid-State Deuterium NMR
Spectroscopy.
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Abstract
The motion of the cyclopentadienyl ring in (ji-C O ^fF eC p ^C O )^  (Cp^ ca. 70% 
deuteriated r|5-cyclopentadieny 1) in the solid state has been studied from 178 to 
300 K by solid-state deuterium NMR methods. The deuterium spin lattice relaxation 
times show that the orientation of the cyclopentadienyl ligands, Cp, is averaged 
among the five sites of the ring with nearest-neighbor jump rates in the range of 
1.8 (3) x 10^ to 3.8 (8 ) x 1 0 * 0  s- l.  The activation energy for the process is 11.4 (9) 
kj/mol. The kinetic parameters obtained in this work are similar to the values 
obtained for the reorientation of the cyclopentadienyl ligands in other organometallic 
compounds from different techniques. The results of this work show that solid-state 
deuterium NMR spectroscopy uniquely complements existing techniques for the 
study the motional properties of organometallic systems.
*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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4.1. Introduction.
In the last decade deuterium NMR spectroscopy has become a very popular 
technique for the study of dynamic processes in the solid s ta te .2 This technique 
makes possible the investigation of different motional modes for a wide range of 
rates. Dynamic processes occurring with rates in the range lO^-lO2  s ' * can be 
investigated by a lineshape analysis of the deuterium NMR spectrum of a powder. 
For motions in the 107 -1 0 1 2  s' 1 range, the lineshapes become rate independent, and 
in this range an analysis of the partially relaxed spectra obtained from deuterium spin 
lattice relaxation time (T j) experiments is used to discriminate among the types and 
rates of motion. With the availability of computer programs capable of simulating 
both the lineshapes of the fully relaxed spectra and of the partially relaxed spectra as 
obtained from a T j experiment, solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy has 
developed into an excellent probe to study the motional modes and rates in various 
systems such as polymers, proteins, lipids, as well as small organic molecule s. 3 The 
possibility of incorporating the inexpensive deuterium isotope to extract information 
of the dynamics occurring at specific sites o f the molecule makes this technique even 
more attractive. Nevertheless, despite these advantages, to the best of our knowledge 
there are no reported applications of this technique to organometallic compounds.
To test the applicability of solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy to study the 
motions of organometallic species, we decided to investigate a simple system: the 
cyclopentadienyl ligand. The fluxionality of cyclopentadienyl ligands in the solid 
state has been discussed widely in the literature. Most organometallic compounds 
possessing a r|^-cyclopentadienyl ligand (Cp) show unusual thermal parameters for 
the carbon atoms in the ring in the X -ray crystal structures.^ The motional properties 
o f cyclopentadienyl units in the solid state have been measured by techniques such as 
Raman spectroscopy,^ quasi-elastic neutron scattering,6  and proton NMR spin lattice
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relaxation tim es7 From these studies it is known that the Cp ring rotates in the solid
state around its C5  axis of rotation with rates as fast as 1 0 ^  s-1, and that the 
relatively small rotational barriers are in the range of 4 to 16 kJ/mol.
In the present work we are applying solid-state deuterium NMR techniques to 
determine the rates and the activation energy of the reorientation of the 
cyclopentadienyl rings in (p-C O )2 [FeCp^CO ) ] 2  (Cp^ ca. 70% deuteriated 
TjS-cyclopentadienyl),
in the temperature range 178 to 300 K. A good agreement between the experimental 
and simulated data is obtained when the reorientation of the ring is interpreted by a 
model where the ring is executing nearest-neighbor jumps about the C5  axis of 
rotation (Figure 4.1). The activation energy is 11.4 (9) kJ/mol, which is in the 
expected range for the reorientation o f the Cp ring, according to the above-mentioned 
techniques applied to similar metal complexes. The preexponential factor obtained 
from the Arrhenius plot is 4.0 (10)x l O ^ s ' l .  This value is interpreted as being 
related to a Cp-ring torsional mode which has been observed in the low frequency 
Raman spectrum of similar complexes, and corresponds to a combination of the 
intra- and intermolecular motions of the Cp ring. The results of these experiments
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Figure 4.1. Schematic representation o f the five-site nearest-neighbor jumps 
model. Jumps occur around the C5  axis of the cyclopentadienyl ring. Clockwise and 
counterclockwise (not shown) rotations are assumed to be equally probable.
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show that solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy is a reliable and straightforward 
technique to study the dynamics in organometallic systems and could be very well 
extended to more complex systems such as inorganic polymers or supported
catalysts.
4.2. E x p e rim en ta l Section.
4.2.1. Sam ple P rep ara tio n . (p -C O )2 [FeCp^(CO ) ] 2  (Cp^ ca. 70% 
deuteriated r^-cyclopentadienyl) was prepared from deuteriated dicyclopentadiene 
and iron pentacarbonyl as described in the literature.8  Crystals of 
{p-C O >2 fFeCp^(CO)] 2  were obtained at room temperature to assure the formation of 
the trans isomer.^ The IR spectrum (KBr pellet) confirmed that the product obtained 
was the tran5~(p-CO)2 [FeCp^C O )]2 • The deuteriation of the cyclopentadienyl ring 
was carried out following literature p rocedures,^  by adding small portions of freshly 
distilled cyclopentadiene to boiling ^F^O . The two vapors were allowed to react by 
refluxing the vapor mixture for five minutes through a 35 by 350 mm column of 
neutral a -A l2 0 3  at 350 *C. At the end of the five minutes the deuteriated 
cyclopentadiene was collected by distillation. This procedure was done twice. An 
unidentified impurity as detected by and NMR co-distilled with the 
cyclopentadiene. It was important not to reflux for more than five minutes otherwise 
the formation of this impurity was favored. In order to purify the product from this 
low boiling point impurity, the deuteriated cyclopentadiene was allowed to dimerize 
and then purified by fractional distillation. Once freed from the impurity, the 
deuteriated dicyclopentadiene was cracked and the pure freshly distilled 
cyclopentadiene was left at room temperature for a week to assure its quantitative 
conversion to the deuteriated dimer. The extent of deuteriation was determined from
NMR by comparing the ratio of intensities of the proton signal for the protiated
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and deuteriated cyclopentadiene relative to the proton signal of CHCI3  contained in a 
capillary tube concentric with the NMR tube.
4.2.2. S o lid -S ta te  D eu terium  NM R Spectroscopy. S o lid -s ta te  
deuterium NMR spectra were acquired at 30.7 MHz using a Bruker MSL200 
solid-state spectrometer provided with a temperature control unit that uses a 
copper-constantan thermocouple. In order to calibrate the variable temperature unit, 
the resistance of a Lakeshore Cryotronics calibrated platinum resistor (calibration 
traceable to an NBS standard), placed inside the coil volume of an empty probe and 
installed in the magnet, was measured and compared to a calibration plot of resistance 
versus temperature; * 1 this procedure was repeated for the six temperatures used in 
this experiment. Based on this comparison, the copper-constantan thermocouple is 
accurate to within ± 2  K.
The quadrupole echo pulse sequence used is as follows:
(90x . x- ti-9 0 y -t2 -a c q Xt.x) . ^  The 90* pulse length was 2.5 ps. The delay 
between 90* pulses, t j ,  was 30 ps. Echo acquisition, t2 , started 31 ps after the 
second 90* pulse. A two-step phase cycling routine, where the phase of the first 90* 
pulse and the receiver phase are alternated between 0 * and 180*, was used in order to 
cancel the effects of probe r in g in g . 13 Spin lattice relaxation times were measured by 
the inversion-recovery technique by applying a [1 8 0 '- t-]  sequence prior to the 
quadrupole echo pulse sequence, where t  is a variable delay period. A total of 250 
scans were averaged at each temperature. Two points at the beginning of the free 
induction decay (FID) data array were removed by left-shift o f the data array so that 
the maximum intensity of the echo occured at the first point in the data array, and a 
linebroadening factor of 1500 Hz was used in the exponential multiplication to 
improve the signal-to-noisc ratio of the spectrum. The delay between scans was
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adjusted to about six times the T] at the 90* orientation (vide infra) at each 
temperature to assure that 99% of the magnetization was recovered before each scan. 
Twelve variable delays, x, were used for each T i experiment The T j at the 90* 
orientation, T j (90*), and at the 0* orientation, T i (0*), were calculated by fitting the 
experimental points to the equation
I = I0d  ' 2 exp(— -)) (4.1)
1
where the three parameters T j , Iq and A were fitted by non-linear least squares 
methods.
4.2.3. D euterium  L ineshape S im ulations. Simulations were performed 
on MicroVAX II and VAXstation 3500 computers using the powder pattern 
simulation program SPOWDER. This program takes into account the effect of 
finite pulse widths, a factor that tends to reduce the intensity of the shoulders of the 
experimental deuterium powder p a t t e r n .  15 The input data set included the 
orientations of the five sites among which the eq7T is averaged, a matrix containing 
the jump rates between sites, the equilibrium probability o f each site, the list of 
variable delays as used in the T ] experiment, the minimum number of orientations 
between the average e q ^  vector and the applied magnetic field necessary to simulate a 
smooth powder pattern, and the static quadrupole coupling constant. For the model 
under study the positions of the five sites are defined by polar angles 6  and (ji - <{>) as 
shown in Figure 4.1, for each of the five C-^H  bonds o f the ring. The equilibrium 
probability of each of the five sites was set to 0.2. Smooth simulated powder 
patterns were obtained for a combination of 1 2 0  orientations of the average eq77  with 
respect to the magnetic field, and a linebroadening factor of 1500 Hz. The value of 
the quadrupole coupling constant was taken as 198 kHz (vide infra). The jump rate
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between non-neighboring sites (a rotation) was set to zero, and the jump rate, k, 
between neighboring sites (a rotation) was the sole remaining variable; an initial 
estimate of the rate was obtained from the theoretical curves, T j versus log(k), and 
the rate was varied undl a good match between the simulated and experimental sets of 
powder patterns was obtained. The total computing time for the twelve partially 
relaxed spectra in the T j experiment was about 13 hours on the Micro VAX II and 4 
hours on the VAXstation 3500. The values of the Tj(90*) and the T \ (0*) calculated 
from the simulated spectra reported in Table 4.1 were calculated by fitting the 
intensities at the 90* and 0* orientations of the twelve simulated powder patterns and 
the corresponding variables delays to eq 4 .1 , The theoretical T  j curves as shown in 
Figures 4.5, 4.19 and 4.20 were calculated by a modified version of the SPOWDER 
program where the variation of the T j with the rate is calculated for only one 
orientation; the running time of this program was about 3 minutes on the MicroVAX 
II.
4,3. R esults and D iscussion.
In deuterium NMR spectroscopy the magnetic interaction is dominated by the 
quadrupolar spin i n t e r a c t i o n . 16  For a C-^H  bond the latter arises mainly from the 
electrostatic interaction between the deuterium nuclear quadrupole moment, Q, and 
the electric field gradient along the C-^H  bond. The characteristics of this 
interaction are reflected in the NMR experiment in two measurable parameters, the 
deuterium quadrupole coupling constant, c^qyyQ/h, and the asymmetry parameter, q. 
eq22. *s die principal component of the traceless electric field gradient tensor in the 
principal axis system and for C-^H  bonds it lies almost along the bond axis. q  is a 
measure of the difference in magnitude between the other two principal components 
of the electric field gradient tensor, eqyy and eq**; thus ri has values between 0  and
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1. When q  = 0, the electric field gradient tensor is axially symmetric, which is in 
general the case for C-^H bonds. ^
The deuterium nucleus has a nuclear spin I = 1 so there are two allowed 
transitions between the spin states: the l+l> —► I0 > and the I0 > l-l>  transitionsJ8 a 
In a powdered sample the lineshape for each spin state transition is determined by the 
probability distribution of the C-^H  bond orientation with respect to the direction of 
the magnetic field. The total lineshape is a sum of two separate powder patterns, one 
for each allowed transition. A typical deuterium NMR powder pattern for a rigid 
C-^H  bond with axial symmetry is shown in Figure 4.2. The peaks of the lineshape 
correspond to the contribution from C ^H bonds oriented 90* or perpendicular with 
respect to the direction of the magnetic field The shoulders correspond to the parallel 
or 0* orientation. The splitting between the peaks o f the static powder pattern, Avj, 
is equal to OAfJc^q^Q/h, and the splitting between the shoulders Av2 , is twice A v j. 
For the deuterons in the Cp ring, a good value for e^q7 7Q/h is 198 kHz as measured 
for diQ-ferrocene from the experimental powder patterns at low t e m p e r a t u r e s .19 
Thus for rigid cyclopentadienyl ligands in an axially symmetric environment, Av] and 
Av2  are about 148 and 297 kHz, respectively.
4.3.1. Effect o f Solid-State Dynam ics on the Deuterium  NMR  
Spectral Lineshapes. When motions are present in the solid state, there are three 
exchange regimes in which the motional rate can fall. C -^H  bonds that are moving 
with rates that are much less than the value of e^q^Q /h  are in the slow exchange 
regime. Rates that are in the time scale of the quadrupolar interaction, e^q^Q /h  -10^ 
s' 1, are in the intermediate exchange regime. Finally, tares that are much larger than 
the value of e^qzzQ/h are in the fast exchange regime. Far a Cp ring executing C^
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Figure 4.2. Schematic representation of the deuterium NMR powder pattern for a 
static C-^H  bond in an axially symmetric environment.
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rotations, the slow exchange regime is below 1 0 ^ s ' 1 , and the fast exchange regime 
starts at 10^ s ' *. In the slow exchange regime C-^H  bonds are considered rigid and 
will display the type of spectrum decribed above which is known as the static 
deuterium powder pattern.
As the motional rates increase past the slow exchange limit, the spectral 
lineshapes will be greatly affected by the type and rate of motion. 14.16,18 Thjs ls 
illustrated in Figure 4.3 which shows the effect on the lineshape as the rate of motion 
varies from the slow exchange region to the fast exchange region. Here the powder 
patterns are simulations of the fully relaxed spectra for the C-^H bonds in a Cp ring 
executing five-site nearest-neighbor jumps. It is important to note that as the rate 
approaches the intermediate exchange regime, the effect of the rate on the lineshape 
becomes more dramatic. In the intermediate exchange region, there is a loss of the 
spectral intensity which is accentuated for certain spectral regions. Since the rates are 
comparable to the quadrupolar interaction in this region, the transverse relaxation 
time, T 2 , becomes comparable to the space between pulses in the echo experiment, 
ti- T2  is orientation-dependent and for those orientations or frequencies in the 
powder pattern for which T 2  is close to t j , the last pulse in the quadrupole echo pulse 
sequence does not refocus the magnetization and there is a corresponding spectral 
intensity Ioss.3£>20 This is clearly seen in Figures 4.3b and 4.3c: when k = 10^ s'* 
the intensity at frequencies around shoulders and between the peaks of the spectrum 
decays to almost zero, and when k = 1 0 ^ s'* the intensity in the central part o f the 
spectrum starts to increase with respect to the peaks o f the spectrum. Thus, for 
motions occurring in the lO^-lO? s'* range, the model and rate of motion can be 
determined by comparing the lineshapes of simulated spectra to the fully relaxed 
experimental spectra acquired at different values oft}.
For rates higher than 10? s‘ 1, the fast exchange limit, the lineshape o f the
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Figure 4.3. Effect o f the exchange rate on the deuterium NMR lineshape for a 
cyclopentadienyl ring executing five-site nearest-neighbor jumps as shown in 
Figure 4.1. (a) Slow exchange regime, (b)-(d) Intermediate exchange regime, 
(e) Fast exchange regime. Spectra for intermediate exchange rates are vertically 
expanded by the factors shown in the figure.
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deuterium powder pattern becomes independent of the rate of motion. As shown in 
Figure 4.3e, the typical powder pattern in the fast exchange regime for a Cp ring 
executing five-site next-neighbor jumps is very similar to the static case (Figure 
4.3a), except that the splittings between the peaks and the shoulders are reduced and 
represent a motionally averaged value of the electric field gradient tensor. For Cp 
rings undergoing five-site nearest-neighbor jumps, the splitting corresponding to the 
motionally averaged electric field gradient tensor can be estimated from^l
Av = Av(3cos^0 - l)/2 (4.2)
where 0  is the angle formed by the C-^H  bonds and the C5  rotation axis of the ring. 
The averaged splittings obtained from eq 4.2 are good estimates, although somewhat 
larger, about 2 kHz for Avj and 4 kHz for AV2 , than the experimental and simulated 
splittings when linebroadening is added to the data. In the Cp ring all the C-^H  
bonds have 0 = 90*; thus eq 4.2 predicts that the reduced splitting between the peaks 
and the shoulders should be equal to one-half o f their static value, i.e. 74.3 and
148.5 kHz, respectively. From this quasi-static or averaged powder pattern only a 
lower limit of the rate of motion can be predicted. That is, the rate of motion must be 
faster than 1 0 ? s'*.
The experimental deuterium powder pattern o f (n -O O ^IF eC p ^C O jk  at K 
is shown in Figure 4.4. This is an axially symmetric spectrum with splittings 
between the peaks and the shoulders reduced to a value of 71.1 (20) and 142.2 (20) 
kHz, respectively, which compare well with the splittings of 71.6 and 144.3 kHz 
obtained for the peaks and shoulders of the simulated powder pattern for the fast 
exchange limit (Figure 4.3e). Also, no changes in the spectral intensities were found 
when the spacing between the pulses is varied aside from the expected T2  decay.
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Figure 4,4. Ex peri menial fully relaxed powder pattern for (ji-C O ^fFeC p^fC O )^
(Cp^ ca. 70% deuteriated ,n5 -cyclopentadienyl). The Uneshape remains unchanged 
in the 178-300 K temperature range.
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The characteristics of the powder pattern at 300 K were the same along the whole 
temperature range studied. Thus from the lineshape analysis of the experimental 
fully relaxed powder pattern we can only conclude that the rings are executing 
next-neighbor jumps with a rate which is faster than 10^ s-*, even at 178 K.
4.3.2. D eterm ination  o f R ates of M otion from  th e  A niso tropy  in 
T l- To determine the dynamics of the Cp rings in the solid state beyond the upper 
limit of 1 0  s* * set by lineshape analysis, we investigated the effect of the motion on 
the deuterium spin lattice relaxation times. Deuterium spin lattice relaxation times are 
anisotropic in the solid state; in other words the frequencies corresponding to 
different orientations of the C-^H  bond with the magnetic field have different T j 
values.^ ^  The anisotropy in the T i could be better understood by analyzing the 
partially relaxed spectra obtained from the T i experiment at 209 K presented in 
Figure 4.8. For instance, the spectra at x = 0.2 s and t  = 0.33 s show that when the 
peaks are still inverted, the shoulders have already crossed the baseline; thus the 
Tj(0*) is less than the Tj(90*) where 0* and 90* are the orientations defined in Figure
4.2. The effect of motions in the T j anisotropy for the five-site nearest-neighbor 
jumps model is illustrated in Figure 4.5 as a plot of the theoretical value of T j versus 
log(k), where k is the jump n*te. For rates faster than 10^ s‘* (right side of the T i 
curves) the values for Ti(90*) and Tj(0*) arc clearly separate. Likewise, orientations 
of the C-^H  bond with respect to the magnetic field that lie between 0* and 90* also 
have distinct spin lattice relaxation times that are, in turn, dependent upon the rate of 
rotation. Thus when rates cannot be determined from the lineshape analysis of the 
fully relaxed spectra, a comparison of the simulated and experimental partially relaxed 
powder pattern for a series of variable delays, as obtained from an 
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Figure 4.5. Plot of the theoretical values of the Ti(90*) and the Ti(O’) versus 
log(k) for the five-site nearest-neighbor jumps model shown in Figure 4.1.
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rate of motion.
T i experiments were done for (p-C O )2 [FeCp^(CO ) ] 2  for six different 
temperatures in the Tange 178 to 300 K. Figures 4.6-4.17 show the experimental 
and best matching set of simulated inversion-recovery spectra for each temperature. 
In order to decide which rate produced the best set of simulated spectra and to 
estimate the error limits for the reported rate constant, the simulated and the 
experimental powder patterns of the partially relaxed spectra around the inversion 
point were carefully compared. Figure 4.18 shows how the effect o f changing the 
rate is easily observed around the inversion point; when k = 5.9 x 10^ s 'l  a good 
match is obtained between the simulated and experimental data at 209 K, but for rates 
equal to 4.0 x 10^ s" 1 and 7.8 x 10^ s- * the relaxation patterns are clearly too fast 
and too slow, respectively. For each of the six temperatures, at least four sets of 
simulated spectra were used to determine the rates and to define the error limits as 
described above. The results are summarized in Table 4.1. The T i(90‘) and Tj(O') 
obtained both from the experimental and the simulated spectra for each temperature 
are the same within the limits of error of the simulated spectra. Figure 4.19 shows a 
plot of the experimental values of T](90*) and Tj(0*) versus log(k); k in this case is 
the jump rate as obtained from the simulations. The solid lines are the theoretical T j 
curves as in Figure 4.5. The excellent match for both T j processes confirms that the 
five-site nearest-neighbor jumps is a suitable model for the reorientation of the Cp 
ring.
The possibility that some jumps go directly to the next-nearest-neighbor site, a
2
rotation, was investigated before by the lineshape analysis of the solid-state 
NMR powder pattern for the permethylcyclopentadienyl ligand, Cp*, in (Cp*)2 Fe at 
101  K .2 2  in that experiment a comparison between the experimental and simulated 
13C powder patterns showed that the nearest-neighbor jumps model was strongly
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Figure 4.6. Experimental inversion-recovery spectra for (n -C O jfF e fC O JC p ^
obtained at 178 K. The variable delays are shown beside each spectrum.
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Figure 4.7. Simulated inversion-recovery spectra for Q i-C O ^ fF e fC O C p ^














Figure 4.8. Experimental inversion-recovery spectra for (p -C O ^IF eC G O K y ^















Figure 4.9. Simulated inversion-recovery spectra for (jx-CO ^fFeC O O JC p^













Figure 4.10, Experimental inversion-recovery spectra for ( ji-C O ^ P ^ C C ^ C p ^ ^














Figure 4.11. Simulated inversion-recovery spectra for (p -C O ^fF eC C O JC p^














Figure 4.12. Experimental inversion-recovery spectra for 0 i-CO>2 [Fe(CO)Cpd)2
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Figure 4.13. Simulated inversion-recovery spectra for (|i-CO>2 [Fe(CO)Cp^ ]2







0 .0 2  s
F igure 4.14. Experimental inversion-recovery spectra for O i-C O ^fF eC p ^C O )^
obtained at 280 K. The variable delays ate shown beside each spectrum.
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F igure 4.15. Simulated inversion-recovery spectra for (n -O O ^ IF e tC C ^ C p ^
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Figure 4.16. Experimental inversion-recovery spectra for O i-C O jIF e fC O JC p ^















Figure 4,17. Simulated inversion-recovery spectra for (ji-O O ^fF eC C O jC p^
obtained at 300 K. The variable delays are shown beside each spectrum.
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t  = 0.5 s
x = 0.33 s
t  = 0.2 s
9 - 1  9 -1  9 - 1It = 4.0 x10 s k = 5.9xlO  s k = 7.8 x 10 s
Figure 4.18. Effect of the exchange rate on the partially relaxed spectra around the 
inversion point in the inversion-recovery experiment. The simulated spectra are for 
the inversion-recovery spectra at T = 209 K. The selected variable delays are 
indicated at the right of each set of spectra.
Table 4.1. Summary of the Results Obtained from the Analysis of the Experimental and Simulated Inversion-Recovery 
Spectra for (p-CO>2 [Fe(CO)Cp^]2 -
T, K k, s**a Tj(90*), s T](0*), s xc, s/rad^
exp. simulation^ exp. simulation^
178 1.8 (3) x lO^ 0.18 (3) 0.15(4) 0.06 ( 1) 0.05 (1) 4.6 x lO" 1 0
209 5.89 (11) x 10^ 0.59 (5) 0.51 (10) 0 .2 0  (2 ) 0.17(3) 1.35 x 10"10
229 1.08 (19) x 101® 1.07 (6 ) 0.91 (17) 0.40 (5) 0.31 (6 ) 7.35 x 10'11
260 2.2 (5) x 101® 2 .1 0  ( 1 0 ) 1.9(4) 0.70 (8 ) 0.63 (13) 3.62 x 10- 11
280 3.0 (6 ) x lOW 3.00 (10) 2 .6  (6 ) 0.90(10) 0.86(18) 2.63 x 10- 1 1
300 3.8 (8 ) x lO1® 3.91 (10) 3.3 (7) 1.20(18) 1.08 (2 2 ) 2.08 x 1 0 -H
aDefined as the five-site nearest-neighbor jump rate. Uncertainty in parenthesis.
^The error limits were estimated from the Tj values obtained from the simulated inversion-recovery spectra 
corresponding to the cutoff rates according to the error limits in k. 
cThe correlation time, xc, is defined as the time in seconds required for the Cp ring to route over one radian: 
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log(k)
Figure 4.19. Plot of the experimental values of T i(9 0 ’) and the T j (0*) versus 
log(k), where k are the rates o f motion obtained from the simulated 
inversion-recovery spectra. The solid lines are portions of the theoretical T j curves 
plotted in Figure 4.5, that correspond to the experimental range of rates.
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favored over the next-nearest-neighbor jumps model at that temperature. 
Nevertheless, since the Cp ring has a smaller moment of inertia than the Cp* ring and 
is, in general, less sterically hindered than the Cp* ligand, it is reasonable to consider 
some participation of the next-nearest-neighbor jumps in the reorientation of the Cp 
ring, particularly at higher temperatures. The higher amplitude motion of the 
next-nearest-neighbor jumps model will tend to reduce the T j values for the whole 
powder pattern. This is illustrated in Figure 4.20 which shows the trends for the 
Ti(90*) curve for the two extreme cases: the nearest- and next-nearest-neighbor 
jumps models. Therefore, Cp-ring rotation dominated by next-nearest- neighbor 
jumps should be evident from the T j data, especially at higher temperatures, in the 
form of shorter than predicted T ] values based on only nearest-neighbor jumps. 
Although there is a slight tendency for the experimental values of T j(90") above 
230 K to be less than those predicted by the theoretical T i curves (Figure 4.19), the 
opposite trend is seen for the T j (0‘); thus the slight deviations are probably simply 
due to experimental error. On the other hand the simulations carried out by adding a 
jump rate to the next-nearest-neighbor site e q u a lto a l% o fth e  jump rate to the 
nearest-neighbor site were no significantly different from those carried out for the 
nearest-neighbor jump model where a null jump rate to the non-neighboring sites 
was considered. Although from the results of the present work a small contribution 
from the next-nearest neighbor model cannot be ruled out, a C5  rotation or 
nearest-neighbor jumps is the dominant mode o f motion at all temperature studied 
herein.
4,3.3. Kinetic Param eters Associated with the Reorientation o f the 
Cydopentadienyl Ring. From the rates obtained from the simulations at different 
temperatures, we were able to estimate the kinetic parameters for the five-fold
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4.5 Tj (90*) nearest-neighbor jumps








Figure 4.20. Plot o f the theoretical values of the T|(90*) versus log(lc) for the 
five-site nearest-neighbor jumps and the next-nearest-neighbor jumps models.
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rotation of the cyclopentadienyl ring. In Figure 4.21 rates and temperatures are 
plotted according to the Arrhenius equation. The line has a correlation coefficient of 
0.998, with a slope and intercept that yield an activation energy, Ea, and 
preexponential factor of 1 1.4 (9) kJ/mol, and 4.0 (10) x 1 0 ^ 2  s- l ,  respectively.
4 .3 .3 .I. B a rr ie rs  fo r Ring R otation . The activation energy of 11.4 (9) 
kJ/mol falls within the range o f values found from other techniques for the 
reorientation of the Cp ring in organometallic compounds. This value for the 
activation energy is higher than the values o f 7.24 and 7.15 kJ/mol obtained for the 
monomers Cp(CO>3 Mn and Cp(CO>3 Re, respectively, but lower than the value of
13.06 kJ/mol obtained for the dimer [Mo(CO)3Cp]2 i those rate processes were 
studied in the solid state via proton NMR spin lattice relaxation times7
For the monomers Cp(CO)3 M (M= Re, Mn), the origin of the barrier of rotation 
is assigned to intermolecular interactions based on two observations: First, the 
change in electronic energy associated with the rotation o f the Cp ring in these 
complexes is predicted to be 8.4 x 1 0 "3 kJ/mol based on molecular orbital 
calculations;^^ this is about three orders of magnitude smaller than the observed 
activation energy. Second, a comparison of the experimental values of the activation 
energies with the predicted values based on the non-bonded atom-atom interaction 
indicate that the potential energy surface for ring reorientation is dominated by the 
intermolecular interactions of the type Cp--Cp and Cp—CC)7a Moreover, 
intermolecular forces also seem to play an important role in the activation energy for 
the Cp-ring rotation in ferrocene; the energy for the Cp-ring rotation in ferrocene is 4 
kJ/mol in the gas phase as measured from electron diffraction spectroscopy,24 
whereas in the solid state, the barrier is 8.3 kJ/mol as measured from proton spin 








3.0 3.5 4.0 4.5 5.0 5.5 6.0
1/T (1 /1 0 0 0  K )
Figure 4.21. Arrhenius plot for the cyclopentadienyl ring rotation in 
(H-CO)2 [FeCpd(CO)]2 ' The errors are represented by the vertical bars and the solid 
line is the best least squares fit to the data presented in Table 4.1. The correlation 
coefficient of the fitted line is 0.998.
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with (fi-CO)2 [FeCp(CO)]2 , the former contain four monomeric m o l e c u l e s , a n d  
the latter contains two dimeric molecules.4a~b For all three compounds there are 
interactions between four monomeric units within the unit cell with the difference that 
some of the intermolecular interactions in the Cp(0 0 )3 M monomers are 
intramolecular for the iron dimer. Provided that the intramolecular contacts have a 
greater effect on the barrier for the ring rotation, the activation energy for the iron 
dimer is expected to be higher than for the manganese and rhenium monomers.
The larger value for the activation energy for the ring rotation in the molybdenum 
dimer cannot be explained in terms of differences in intermolecular contacts since 
these are probably the same for both compounds; the unit cell of the dimer 
[Mo(CO)3 Cpl2  contains also two molecules and is very similar to the unit cell of the 
iron dimer.^d For these dimers it is probably the difference in the intramolecular 
contribution to the ring rotational barrier which is responsible for the difference in 
activation energy as far as the effect that the three terminal carbonyls have on the 
conformation of the ring in the molybdenum dimer is greater than for one terminal 
and one bridging carbonyl in the iron dimer.
4.3.3.2. Preexponential Factor. Very seldom has the meaning of the 
preexponential factor been discussed in relation to the Cp-ring reorientation. 
Nevertheless in the work done on the Cp-ring reorientation in Cp(CO)3 Mn with 
Raman spectroscopy, the preexponential factor is related to the frequency of the 
torsional mode of the Cp ring. The frequency of the torsional mode is determined by 
both the intra- and intermolecular contacts of the ring, and is usually detected in the 
Raman spectrum at frequencies lower than 90 cm'* 5 Since the values obtained for 
the preexponential factor in this work are on the order of magnitude o f the torsional 
frequencies, the former description gives a definite meaning for the preexponential
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factor associated with the re orientational process. The typical description used in 
reaction kinetics where the preexponential factor is a measure of the entropy of 
activation is not relevant for the ring reorientation for the following reasons: First, 
the relation between the preexponential factor and the entropy of activation is only 
valid when the preexponential factor deviates largely from the order o f magnitude of 
the vibrational frequency associated with the interactions governing the transition 
across the b a r r i e r s .25 Second, we do not expect large changes in entropy between 
the transition and ground states as the ring rotates, since there is no bond breaking or 
bond formation involved in the process.
The preexponential factor of 4.0 (10) x 10*2 s- 1 corresponds to a vibrational 
frequency of 53 cm'* and this compares quite well with the values of 64 to 55 cm'* 
found for Cp(CO)3 Mn in the 5-300 K temperature range. Thus we predict that the 
Cp-ring torsional frequency for (jj.-CO)2 [FeCp(CO ) ] 2  will be about 53 cm ' * in the 
178-300 K temperature range.
4.4 . C onclusions.
We have determined the characteristics of the cyclopentadienyl ring rotation in 
Qi-CO)2 [FeCp(CO) ]2  in the solid state by analysis o f the anisotropy of the deuterium 
spin lattice relaxation times in the temperature range of 178 to 300 K. Our results 
show that the reorientation of the Cp ligands in the solid state proceeds with 
nearest-neighbor jump rates in the 1.8 (3) x 1 0 ^ to 3.8 (8 ) x 10*** s'* range. The 
activation energy for the ring rotation has been estimated to be 11.4 (9) kJ/mol. The 
preexponential factor 4.0 (10) x 10*2 s'* corresponds to a frequency of 53 cm'* 
which is interpreted as an approximate value for the frequency of the torsional mode 
of the Cp rings in O i-CO ^rFeCptCO JJj.
One conclusion of this work is that there is a good agreement between the results
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obtained in this work and the results obtained from Raman spectroscopy, 
quasi-elastic neutron scattering, and especially from proton NMR spin lattice 
relaxation times for Cp-ring rotation in other complexes. This shows that solid-state 
deuterium NMR spectroscopy is an excellent alternative for the study of solid-state 
motions in organometallic compounds. More importandy, deuterium NMR methods 
have the special advantage of selective labeling, thus overcoming the frequent 
problem of assignment o f the spectral lines in the Raman or quasi-elastic neutron 
scattering experiments. Another advantage of using solid-state deuterium NMR for 
motional studies is that both the model and the rate of motion can be evaluated 
simultaneously; in all the other techniques, except for quasi-elastic neutron scattering, 
the data directly available from the experiment arc the kinetic parameters, but little is 
learned directly about the type of motion associated with those parameters as 
assumptions must be made about the mode of motion.
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CHAPTER 5
Structure of the Tetrahedral Cobalt Cluster CorfjOn^-CgHj^fCO)?.
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tetracobalt. M r = 562.0, monoclinic, P 2 i/m , a = 7.862 (1), b = 12.289 (2), 
c = 9.344 (1) A, p = 97.26 (1)*, V = 895.6 (4) A 3 , Z = 2, Dx = 2.084 g 
c n r 3 , X(Mo K a )  = 0.71073 A, p  = 36.75 c m 1, F(000) = 552, T = 298 K,
R = 0.033 for 3328 observed reflections. The molecule lies on a mirror plane. The 
four Co atoms form an irregular tetrahedron; C o-C o distances range from 2.4171 (4) 
to 2.4942 (2) A. The planes of the two cyclopentadienyl rings form a dihedral angle 
of 48.6 (1)*. A carbonyl ligand is unsymmetrically bound to three Co atoms; Co-C  
bond lengths vary from 1.942 (1) to 2.019 (1) A. The doubly bridging carbonyl is 
tilted towards one of the Co atom to which it is not bound
A comparison of the title compound to the previously reported structure of the 
pentamethylcyclopentadienyl analogue,
[Co4(T|5-C5(CH3)5>2(CO)40i-CO)(p.3-CO)2l (Ciijak, Ginsburg & Dahl (1979).
J. Chem. Soc . Chem. Comm, pp 470-472),^ shows that C o -C cp  bond lengths are 
shorter for [C o4(T i5^5H5)2(CO)4(p-CO)(P3-CO)2]; the same trend is found for 
Co-Co distances. The planes o f the two pentamethylcyclopentadienyl rings form a 
dihedral angle o f 52.0* (average of two); the difference is attributable to steric 
interactions involving the methyl groups. Solution 13C NMR and IR spectra o f
*To whom correspondence should be addressed.
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fCo4(T)5-C5Hg)2(CO)4(H-CX))(p,3-CO)2l show that the solution structure is similar 
to the solid.
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5.1. In troduction .
The replacement of cyclopentadienyl ligands (Cp) by the bulkier and more 
electron donating pentamethylcyclopentadienyl ligand (Cp*) has been shown to cause 
significant structural changes in some organometallic complexes (Cirjak, Ginsburg & 
Dahl, 1982; Huang & Dahl, 1983).3 The tetranuclear cobalt cluster 1 was isolated as 
a byproduct in the course of the photochemical synthesis of CoCp(CO)2 - It appeared 
of interest to us to solve the crystal structure of I  and to analyze the structure of I 
relative to its Cp* analogue [Co4(T)5^5(CH3)5)2(CO)4(p-CO)(|i3-CO)2] (II). 
Recalling the structural variability of the tricobalt cluster, [CoCp(CO) ] 3  (Bailey, 
Cotton, Jamerson & Kolthammer, 1982),1 the solution structure of I  was studied 
spectroscopically
/  \
(CO) 2 Co— Co (CO>2
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5.2. E xperim ental.
Title compound isolated from photochemical reaction of dicobalt octacarbonyl 
with cyclopentadiene in hexane at room temperature (King, 1 9 6 5 ). 10 Black crystals 
isolated by slow crystallization from hexane at room temperature. Mass spectrum: 
molecular ion peak at m/e 562. The IR spectrum (KBr pellet) sharp peaks at 2043, 
2008, 1991, 1844, 1727, 1705 cm*' show presence o f terminal, doubly, and triply 
bridging carbonyl ligands. The *H NMR (400.1 MHz) and l^C  NMR (100.6 MHz, 
dg-toluene, 25 *C) peaks at 8 4.43 (s, 10H) and 89.81 (s, 10C), respectively, 
correspond to equivalent protons and carbons in the Cp rings.
Data collected from irregular black crystal fragment, 0.44 x 0.50 x 0.36 mm. 
Enraf Nonius CA D-4 diffractometer with graphite monochromator. Space group 
from systematic absences OkO with k odd and successful refinement in the 
centrosymmetric choice. Cell dimensions and crystal orientation from 25 reflections 
having 1 2 ^  0 < 13*. u>-20 scans, scan rates varied 0.45—4.0* m in '* , designed to 
yield I-50o(I) for significant data; maximum scan time 120 s. Scan rate determined 
during a 4* m i n 1 prescan; if I<0.5a(I) during prescan flagged as unobserved. 4073 
unique reflections with l £ 0 <  35*. h,k,l range 0,0,-15 to 12,19,14; Rjnt = 0 .016. 
Three standard reflections, 700, 0-10-2,002, no decrease in intensity. Absorption 
correction by y  scans, minimum relative transmission coefficient 81%. 3328 data 
with I >3cr(I) used in refinement. Co positions from Patterson map; other 
non-hydrogen atoms from Fourier maps; H atoms visible in AF, positions calculated, 
C -H  0.95 A. 143 variables refined by weighted full-m atrix-least-squares based on 
F, w = 4FQ2[o2(l) + (0.02Fo2)2]-l. N on-H  atoms refined anisotropically; H atom 
positions fixed, isotropic B's refined. Calculations using SDP software package 
(Frenz, 1985).^ Atomic scattering factors from International Tables fo r  X -ray  
Crystallography (1974),8 anomalous coefficients o f Cromer (1965).^ Secondary
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extinction coefficient, g = 2.01 (8) x 10"^; where the correction factor (1 + glc )~* 
was applied to Fc . wR = 0.043, R = 0.033, S = 2.431, (A /o)raax = 0.09. 
Maximum residual on Fourier map 1.008 e A'3 located 0.85 A from Co3, minimum 
-0.754 e A*3. Atomic parameters are listed in Table 5.1 .t
5 .3 . D iscu ssion .
The atom labeling system for I and the packing diagram in the unit cell are shown 
in Figures 5.1 and 5.2. All bond lengths and relevant bond angles are given in Table
5.2. Compound I has m (Cs) symmetry. The four cobalt atoms form an irregular 
tetrahedron. The single metal-metal bond lengths for the Co atoms range from
2.4171 (4) A for C o l-C o l ’ to 2.4942 (2) A for C ol-C o3. The carbonyls C 2 -0 2  
sitting on the faces of the tetrahedron are unsymmetrically bound to three Co atoms; 
the difference in distance between C2 and the chemically equivalent Co2 and Cb3 is
0.045 (1) A. Another interesting feature is that the doubly bridging carbonyl C l-O l 
is tilted towards Co2. This is apparent from the 102.6 (1)* angle between the planes 
PI (defined by C l, Col and C ol'; O l lies 0.055 (3) A from P I) and P2 (defined by 
C o l, C o l' and Co2), while the angle between PI and P3 (defined by C o l, C o l' and 
Co3) is 171.5 (6)*. The Cp rings are planar with the largest deviation from planarity 
being 0.003 (3) A. The rings arc in an eclipsed conformation; atoms CIA,  Co2, Co3 
and C lB  lie in the mirror plane. The angle between the planes of the rings is 
48.6(1)*. The distances from the Co atoms to the centroids o f the Cp rings,
Co2-CpA and Co3-CpB, are 1.700 and 1.702 A, respectively.
^  Lists o f H Mom coordinates and thermal parameters, anisotropic thermal parameters, and structure 
factor amplitudes have been deposited with the British Library Lending Division as Supplementary 
Publication No. SUP 44244 (36 pp). Copies may be obtained through the Executive Secretary, 
International Union of Crystallography. 5 Abbey Square, Chester CHI 2HU, England.
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Table 5.1. Positional Parameters and Equivalent Isotropic Thermal Parameters.
a2Pj j+  b2P22 + ^ 3 3  + abPj 2COSJV + a cp jjcosp  + bcP23c o sa
Atom X y z Beq (A2)
Col 0.21117 (3) 0.15166 (2) 0.29396 (3) 2.208 (4)
Co2 0.37237 (4) 0.250 0.12602 (3) 1.806 (5)
Co 3 0.48155 (4) 0.250 0.38269 (3) 1.767 (5)
Cl 0.0320 (4) 0.250 0.2103 (4) 3.46 (6)
C2 0.4436 (2) 0.1219 (2) 0.2552 (2) 2.30 (3)
C3 0.1728 (3) 0.1170 (2) 0.4720 (2) 3.15 (4)
C4 0.1298 (3) 0.0302 (2) 0.2055 (3) 3.80 (4)
Ol -0.1007 (3) 0.250 0.1418 (4) 5.28 (7)
0 2 0.5264 (2) 0.0434 (1) 0.2374 (2) 3.09 (3)
0 3 0.1462 (2) 0.0953 (2) 0.5859 (2) 5.14 (4)
0 4 0.0843 (3) -0.0483 (2) 0.1491 (3) 6.50 (5)
CIA 0.2353 (4) 0.250 -0.0797 (3) 3.15 (6)
C2A 0.3420 (3) 0.1581 (2) -0.0617 (2) 3.21 (4)
C3A 0.5131 (3) 0.1928 (2) -0.0324 (2) 3.34 (4)
C1B 0.5220 (4) 0.250 0.6080 (3) 4.24 (8)
C2B 0.5995 (3) 0.1574 (2) 0.5540 (3) 3.95 (5)
C3B 0.7228 (3) 0.1925 (2) 0.4665 (3) 3.49 (4)
Figure 5.1. ORTEP diagram (Johnson. 1965)9 of the title cocnpound showing the 
•tom-labeling scheme. For clarity, H atoms are not labeled
Figure 5.2. Stereoview of the unit cell, viewed approximately along the a axis 
with b horizontal.
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The tilt between the Cp ring normals and the lines defined by Co2-CpA, and 
Co3-CpB are 0.2 and 2.0*, respectively. Steric interactions are found between the 
carbons of the triply bridging carbonyls and carbons C3A, C3B, C2A and C2B in the 
Cp rings; contact distances are smaller than the sum of the corresponding Van der 
Waals radii. The difference between contact distances for C 2--C qj and the sum of 
their Van der Waals radii varies from 0.806 (3) A for C2--C3B to 0.699 (3) A for 
C2--C2A. Weaker steric interactions between Cl of the doubly bridging carbonyl 
and Cl A of the ring, and C3 of the terminal carbonyl with C1B and C2B are also 
present; the difference between contact distances and the sum of their Van der Waals 
radii range from 0.392 (3) A for C 3-C 1B  to 0.318 (3) A for C3--C2B.
The replacement of hydrogens by methyl groups in the Cp rings causes some 
changes in the molecular structure as seen by comparing the structure of I to its Cp* 
analogue II. The crystal structure of II was reported by Ciijak, Ginsburg & Dahl 
(1979)2 Co-Co distances are generally somewhat shorter in I; the range of Co-Co 
distances in II is 2.386-2.554 A. The stronger steric interactions in compound II are 
also between the triply bridging carbonyls and the carbons in the backbone of the 
ring, but the presence of methyl groups in II introduces new steric interactions o f 
comparable strength not present in I. These interactions are between the carbons of 
the terminal, doubly, and triply bridging carbonyls with the methyl groups; the 
differences between the OC--(Me) distances and the sum o f their Van der Waals radii 
vary from 0.53 to 0.31 A. These new steric interactions seem to be the cause of the 
greater distances between the cobalt atoms and the Cp* ligands for II. The average 
C o -C q j and C o -C q j*  distances are 2.082 and 2.115 A, respectively; the ranges for 
C o -C ^p  and C o-C ^p* distances are 2.075 (l)-2 ,089  (2) A and 2,100-2.145 A, 
respectively. If electronic effects were dominating, the opposite trend would be 
expected. There is a change of the angle formed by the planes of the rings in 1 to a
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Table 5.2. Bond Distances (A), and Relevant Bond Angles (*).
Bond Distances
Co 1 -C o l’
C o l-C o 2
C ol-C o3
C o l-C l





















C 2 -0 2
C 3 -0 3
C 4 -0 4
C1A-C2A
C2A-C3A
C 3A -C 3A ’
C1B-C2B
C 2 B C 3 B





















C o l'-C o l-C o 2
C o l’-C o l-C o 3
C o l '-C o l-C l
C ol '-C o l-C 2
C o l '-C o l-C 3
C ol '-C o l-C 4
C o3-C o l-C 2
C o3-C ol-C 3
C o3-C o l-C 4
C 1 -C ol-C 2
C l-C o l-C 3
C l-C o l-C 4
C 2 -C o l-C 3
C 2 -C o l-C 4
C 3 -C o l-C 4
C o l-C o 2 -C o l '
C ol-C o2-C o3
C ol-C o2-C 2
C o l-C o 2 -C 2 '
C ol-C o2-C pA a
C o3-Co2-C2
Co3~Co2-CpA


























C o2-C ol-C o3
C o 2 -C o l-C l
C o2-C ol-C 2
C o2-C ol-C 3
C o2-C ol-C 4
C o 3 -C o l-C l
C ol-C 2-C o2
C ol-C2~Co3




C o l-C 3 -0 3
C o l-C 4 -0 4
C o l- C l- C o l '
C o l-C l-O l
C o2-C lA -C 2A  
C2A -C1A-C2A' 




C o2-C 3A -C 3A ’ 


























C o l-C o 3 -C o I ' 57.97 (6)
C ol-C o3-C o2 59.65 (1)
C ol-C o3-C 2 49.87 (4)
C o l-C o 3 -C 2 ' 97.37 (4)
C ol-C o3-C pB 138.52
Co2~Co3~C2 53.13 (3)
Co2-Co3-CpB 156.36
C 2-C o3-C 2 ' 105.78 (7)
C2-Co3-CpB 121.62
C2A-C1A-C3A 35.6(1)
C o3-C lB -C 2B 70.0 (1)
C 2B -C 1B -C 2B ' 107.2 (2)





C 2B -C 3B -C 3B ' 107.7 (1)
a CpA and CpB are the centroids o f cyclopentadienyi rings A and B, respectively.
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value of 52.0* (average of two independent molecules) for the corresponding planes 
in II. Also in II the doubly bridging carbonyl is tilted further away from the cobalt 
atom analogous to Co2 in I. This can be judged by the change in the angles between 
planes PI and P2 from 102.6* in I to 105.9* for similar planes in II. The Cp* rings 
are almost eclipsed; the torsion angles for the two independent molecules in II, 
analogous to C lA -C o2-C o3~C lB  in I, are -16.1 and 0.3*. To within 0.01 A the 
Co-CO, and the C-O  bond lengths remain the same in I compared to II. Hence, 
there is no significant evidence of an increase in back-donation caused by replacing 
the Cp rings with the more electron donating Cp* ligands.
An attempt was made to compare the crystal structure of I to its structure in 
solution. 13c NMR spectra were obtained for a solution of I in At room
temperature the 100.6 MHz NMR spectrum {natural abundance sample) of the 
region corresponding to the Cp peak shows only one resonance at 90.3 ppm (relative 
to TMS). In order to observe the carbonyl region, a low temperature NMR 
study was required (resonances of carbonyls bound to a ^ 9 q )  nucleus are not often 
seen at room temperature). In the temperature range -85 to 0 *C, weak peaks at 257 
and 206 ppm were observed; these are the characteristic resonance frequencies for 
terminal and doubly bridging carbonyls (Cohen, Kidd & Brown, I975).4 Above 
0 *C, no carbonyl resonances were observed nor were resonances seen for the triply 
bridging carbons at any temperature studied; both observations may be due to T ] 
effects. The IR spectrum of I in CH2 CI2  at room temperature shows peaks at 2045, 
2022, 1995, 1867 (broad), 1736 (shoulder), 1725 cm -1. This spectrum is 
comparable to its KBr spectrum which proves the presence of three different types of 
carbonyls both in solution and in the solid state.
Based on the IR data and despite the fact that the triply bridging carbonyl could 
not be detected by 1 ^C NMR, we conclude that the solution structure o f I is similar to
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that of the solid reported here.
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CHAPTER 6
The X -R ay C rystal Structure Determination of




Reported herein is the accurate determination of the crystal structure of 
m -(p -C H 2 )()i-CO)fFeCp(CO ) ] 2  which has a different crystallographic polymorph 
from an earlier report (reference 1). In this report, the bridging methylene hydrogen 
atoms were located and refined isotropically. The crystal structure of 
c ij-(n -C H 2 )(li-CO)[FeCp(CO ) ] 2  is very similar to that of 
cis -(p-C O )2 [FeCp(CO)]2 . The IR spectra o f the protio and deuteriated complexes 
clearly show the v(C-H) stretching modes of the bridging methylene un it Using the 
IR data, the bridging methylene C-H  bond distance has been assigned a value of
l.io (i) A.
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6 .1 . In tro d u c tio n .
A sa  part of a project of evaluating solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy as a 
technique for assessing the charge density at atoms in bridging methylene groups, we 
studied rij-(p^CH2)(li-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2. The crystal structure of this compound 
has been determined previously,* but the results of that crystal structure 
determination are not very accurate and very little structural information has been 
reported. Since it was important to us to have a better structural information of 
c/J-(ji-C H 2 )(ii~CO)[FeCp(CO)]2 , the X -ray crystal structure was redetermined.
Since a comparison of the structural parameters of 
cjj-Ot-CH2)(p-CO)fFeCp(CO)]2 and other bridging methylene metal dimers has 
been done in connection with the work on deuterium solid-state NMR spectroscopy 
(see Chapters 2 and 3), the subject is briefly mentioned here. This chapter is mainly 
dedicated to reporting accurate structural data for d r-{p -C H 2 )(ji-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2 ,
I. Also, the crystal structure of I is compared to the structure of the doubly bridging 
carbonyl dimer c/r—(p.-CO)2 lFeCp(CO)l2 , II.^ The idea behind this comparison is 
to note if the changes that occur in the electronic structure when a bridging carbonyl 
ligand is substituted by a bridging methylene ligand^ are also reflected in the 
molecular structure, and to investigate the possibility of making some predictions 
about the motions of the Cp rings, based on the work on the Cp-ring rotation 
presented in Chapter 4.
Also it is the purpose of this chapter to add some information to the physical 
characterization of the bonding at the bridging methylene unit. But since hydrogen 
atoms are not well located in an X -ray crystal structure determination a discussion 
based on the C-H  stretching frequencies is presented. The C -H  stretching frequency 
corresponding to the methylene unit was located by comparing the IR spectra of the 
protio and deuteriated bridging methylene of c/j-(p-CH2)(p-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2; the
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IR spectra arc reported herein. The IR method for determining distances yields the 
value of the C -H  intemuclear distance, an important parameter in the evaluation of the 
results obtained for organometallic complexes with solid-state deuterium NMR 
spectroscopy.
6.2. Ex pe r i men t a l  Section .
6.2.1. General  P rocedures. (p -C O )2 [FeCp(CO )]2 , t(C 6 H 5 )3 PC H 3 JBr 
and [(C5 H5 )3 PC^H3 JBr (Aldrich) were used without purification. Thin layer 
chromatography was done with precoated silica gel 60 plates (Merck). Routine 
proton and deuterium NMR spectra were recorded on an Bruker AC 100 and 
referenced to TMS. FT-IR spectra were kindly recorded by Dr. Dennis Gerson of 
IBM Instruments'* using an IBM IR/38 spectrometer equipped with an MCT detector 
and a micro diffuse reflectance cell. The samples were diluted 100-fold in dry KBr 
so as to yield spectra with undistorted relative absorptions. The spectra were 
recorded at 2 cm* 1 resolution and are presented in Kubelka-Munk units.
6.2.2. S ynthesis  o f (n -C H 2 )(( i-C O )[F e C p (C O )l2  and 
( li-C ^ H 2 )(H -C O )[F eC p (C O )]2 - The preparation of 
(p.-CH2 )(p-CO)[FeCp(CO ) ]2  followed the method of Korswagen, et al.* (see also 
reference 23 in Chapter 2). However, by monitoring the reaction with TLC and 
proton NMR, it was found that the reaction between (|i-CO )2 [FeCp(CO ) )2  and the 
methyl phosphonium ylide requires careful attendon to the temperature and duration. 
Best results were found with reflux at 90 *C for 26 hours; otherwise severe 
contamination with ferrocene and a green material, presumed to be a tetranuclear iron 
cluster, resulted. Starting with the d3~methyl phosphonium ylide, 
(p -C 2H2)()i-CO)[FeCp(CO)]2 was prepared by the same route as the protio analog.
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The cis and trans isomers interconvert slowly (days) at *10 *C and can be separated 
by low temperature liquid chromatography. Single crystals of 
(p.-CH2 )(p-CO)[FeCp(CO ) ] 2  were grown from an ether/pentane solution at -77 *C.
6.2.3. X -R ay  Crystal Structure Determ ination. Intensity data were 
collected from a red crystal of dimensions 0.08 x 0.12 x 0.40 mm at approximately 
19 *C using an Enraf Nonius CAD-4 diffractometer with graphite-monochromated 
Mo K a radiation. Cell dimensions and crystal orientation were determined from 
diffractometer coordinates of 25 accurately centered reflections having 
11 < 0 < 12*. The triclinic space group PI was found with the following 
dimensions and other relevant data: a = 6.618 (2) A, b = 9.032 (1) A, c = 11.750 (2) 
A, a  = 101.68 (1)*. p = 99.00 (2)*. y  = 103.52 (2)*, V = 653.2 A3, Z = 2, Mr = 
339.9, Dx = 1.73 g cm '3, A(Mo Ka ) = 0.71073 A, p. = 21.25 cm*l. Intensity data 
were collected by the 0-20 scan technique at variable scan rates designed to yield 
I~50o(I) for all significant data. The scan rate was determined during a 4* min-1 
prescan. Reflections failing to have I >0.5o(I) during the prescan were flagged as 
unobserved. The maximum time spent on a single scan was 120 s. AU data in one 
hemisphere having 1 < 0 < 25* were measured. Three reflections were monitored 
and showed no decrease in intensity. Background, Lorentz, and polarization 
corrections were applied to the data. Absorption corrections were applied using an 
empirical method based upon y  scans of reflections near % -  90*. The minimum 
relative transmission coefficient was 91%. Of the 2295 unique data measured, 1804 
had I >3o(I) and were used in the refinement.
Standard scattering factors were used for the heavy atoms^ and for hydrogen.^ 
Corrections were made for anomalous dispersion?  The initial positions of the two 
iron atoms were found using the Patterson method; the other non-hydrogen atoms
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were found using difference maps. Refinement was carried out by weighted 
full-matrix least-squares methods based upon F, where weight = 1.5253/{o2(F) + 
0.000497F2). Calculations were done using the SHELX software package.® All 
atoms except hydrogen were refined with anisotropic thermal parameters; hydrogen 
atoms were located from difference maps and refined isotropically. A correction 
factor for secondary extinction of 1.9 (6) x 10‘7 was used. Convergence was 
achieved with R = 0.030, Rw = 0.041, based on 221 refined parameters. The 
maximum residual in a final AF map was 0.406 e A*3, and was 1.06 A from Fe2.
6.3. R esu lts  an d  D iscussion .
6.3.1. S tru c tu ra l D ata O b ta in ed  from  the  X -R ay  C ry sta l S tru c tu re  
D eterm ination. The final atomic coordinates together with the isotropic thermal 
parameters are listed in Table 6.1. A view of the molecule showing the atomic 
labeling scheme is given in Figure 6.1. Important bond distances, bond angles and 
torsion angles are given in Table 6.2. Anisotropic thermal parameters as well as 
additional structural information is presented as supplementary material in Appendix 
2 .
The overall molecular structure of 1 reported herein is substantially the same as 
that reported in brief by Korswagen et. al. 1 A different crystal morphology was 
found in this work; shown in Figure 6.2 is the triclinic unit cell which has 
approximately half the volume of the monoclinic cell reported before. Relative to the 
earlier report, structural parameters have been more accurately determined in this 
work (in that work R = 0.098). Most importantly, the bridging methylene hydrogen 
atoms were located and refined isotropically; these atoms had not been located in the 
earlier report.
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T able 6.1. Positional Parameters and Equivalent Isotropic Thermal Parameters.
j  2  *y
a ^  j + b P22 + c + ab p 12cosY + acP ^ c o sP  + b c P ^ c o s a
Atom X y z Ueq, or Ua  A
Fel 0.33852 (7) 0.33054 (5) 0.23197 (4) 0.0366 (3)
Fe2 0.27987 (7) 0.07848 (5) 0.29856 (4) 0.0334 (3)
Ol 0.1141 (5) 0.4990 (4) 0.3800 (3) 0.069 (1)
0 2 0.0674 (6) 0.1690 (4) 0.4863 (3) 0.093 (2)
03 -0.0726 (4) 0 .1040(3) 0.1307 (2) 0.052 (1)
C l 0.2046 (6) 0.4317 (4) 0.3239 (4) 0.045 (1)
C2 0.1500 (7) 0.1318 (4) 0.4121 (4) 0.050 (1)
C3 0.0986 (5) 0.1511 (4) 0.1917 (3) 0.038 (1)
C4 0.4953 (6) 0.2807 (4) 0.3690 (4) 0.045 (1)
CIA 0.3624 (9) 0.2843 (6) 0.0497 (4) 0.071 (2)
C2A 0.5621 (10) 0.3156 (7) 0.1225 (6) 0.094 (3)
C3A 0.6159 (8) 0.4658 (7) 0.1960 (5) 0.077 (2)
C4A 0.4431 (11) 0.5266 (6) 0.1669 (5) 0.083 (3)
C5A 0.2937 (9) 0.4176 (7) 0.0795 (5) 0.078 (2)
C1B 0.2381 (8) -0.1183 (5) 0.1547 (4) 0.056 (2)
C2B 0.4560 (9) -0.0472 (5) 0.2011 (4) 0.070 (2)
C3B 0.5028 (9) -0.0544 (6) 0.3189 (5) 0.067 (2)
C4B 0.3165 (10) -0.1253 (5) 0.3460 (4) 0.070 (2)
C5B 0.1531 (8) -0.1671 (5) 0.2452 (5) 0.065 (2)
H1A 0.295 (21) 0.174 (16) -0.012( 12) 0.32 (5)*
H2A 0.626 (9) 0.247 (7) 0.117 (5) 0.09 (2)*
H3A 0.717 (10) 0.527 (7) 0.266 (5) 0.11 (2)*
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H4A 0.443 (8) 0.623 (7) 0.215 (5) 0.09 (2)
H5A 0.167 (14) 0.430 (11) 0.039 (8) 0.18 (3)
H1B 0.178 (7) -0.127 (5) 0.079 (4) 0.06 (1)
H2B 0.532 (8) -0.014 (6) 0.178 (4) 0.06 (2)
H3B 0.600 (13) -0.020 (10) 0.371 (7) 0.17 (4)
H4B 0.311 (7) -0.148 (5) 0.412 (4) 0.06 (1)
H5B 0.022 (9) -0.213 (7) 0.246 (5) o.o9 ay
H4 0.635 (6) 0.275 (4) 0.364 (3) 0.04 ( l ) 1
H5 0.494 (7) 0.343 (6) 0.459 (4) 0.07 (1)'
a Stamed atoms were refined isotropically.
Figure 6.1. ORTEP Diagram of ciM p-CH 2)(|i-C O )[FeCp(CO )]2 showing the 
labeling scheme. For clarity, the hydrogen atoms of the cyclopentadienyl rings are 
not labeled.
Figure 6.2. Stereoview of the tiiclinic unit cell.
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Table 6.2. Bond Distances (A), and Relevant Bond and Torsion Angles (').
Bond Distances
F e l -  Fe2 
F e l - C l  
F e l -  C3 
F e l-C 4
F e l-C IA  
Fe 1 -  C2 A 
Fel -  C3A 
F e l-  C4A 
F e l-C 5 A  
F e l-C p A (av)fl 
F e l-C pA (cg )^
F e2- C2 
F e2- C3 
F e2- C4 
F e2 -C 1B  
F e2- C2B 
F e2-C 3B  
F e2- C4B 
F e2 - C5B 























C l - O l  
C 2- 0 2  
C 3 - 0 3
C 4- H4 
C 4- H5
C 1A -C 2A  
C2A - C3A 
C3A - C4A 
C4A - C5A 
C5A - CIA
C1B- C2B 
C 2B - C3B 
C 3B - C4B 
C 4B - C5B 
















^Average distance from Fe to the cyclopentadienyl ring carbons. 
^Distance from Fe to centroid of the cyclopentadienyl ring.
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Bond Angles
C l -  F e l~ C 4  9 1 .0 (2 )
C l -  F e l -  Fe2 99.8 (1)
C 2- Fe2- Fe 1 97 .7 (1 )
C 2- Fe2- C4 8 6 . 6  (2)
C 2A - C IA - C5A 106.4 (5)
C 1A -C 2A -C 3A  109.4(5)
C2A - C 3A - C4A 105.8 (5)
C3A - C4A - C5A 108.9 (5)
C 4A - C5A - CIA  109.4 (5)
F e l-  C l -  O l 
Fe2- C 2- 0 2
177.4 (4) 
178.9 (4)
Fel -  C 3- Fe2 
F e l - C 3 -  0 3  




F e l -  C 4 - Fe2 
F e l -  C 4 - H4 
F e l -  C 4- H5 
F e2- C 4- H4 
F e2- C 4 - H5 







C 2 B -C 1 B - C5B 
C 1 B -C 2 B - C3B 
C 2B - C 3B - C4B 
C 3B - C 4B - C5B 






CpA (cg)- F e t-  Fe2 135.86 (22) 
F e l -  F e2 - CpB(cg) 135.54 (20)
Torsion Angles
C 1 A -F e l-F e 2 -  C1B -5 .7(2) 
C2A - Fel -  Fe2- C2B -5.7 (2)
C 3 A -F e l-F e 2 -  C3B -4.8 (3)
C 4A - F el -  Fe2- C4B 11.2 (8 )
C 5A - F el -  F e2-C 5B  -3.2 (4)
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The two dimeric units that form the crystal structure of I contain an iron-iron 
bond bridged by a carbonyl and a methylene group, and two cyclopentadienyl and 
terminal carbonyl ligands in a cis conformation. The metal-metal distance of 
2.520 ( 1) A is comparable with those found for related molecules, as shown in 
Table 6.3; in general, these metal-metal bonds are regarded as weak single bonds. 
The F e-C -Fe angles are also typical with the Fe-CH 2 ~Fe angle (79.8 (1)*) being 
more acute than the Fc -CO- Fe angle (82.5 (1)*) as expected from the different 
hybridization of the carbonyl and methylene units; the bridging carbonyl carbon has 
an sp^ hybridization^ whereas the bridging methylene carbon has some sp3 character 
as well J  ^  The Fe-C H 2  bond lengths of 1.965 (4) and 1.964 (4) A are longer than 
the Fe-CO  bond lengths of 1.904 (4) and 1.917 (3) A. This characteristic is also 
present in ris-(|i-CO)(p-CHM e)[FeCp(CX))]2 -^ Again this is probably a 
consequence of a different hybridization for the two bridging carbon atoms since the 
covalent radius for an sp^ carbon is shorter than for an sp3 carbon. The data 
presented in Table 6.3 for cts-((i-CO)(|X-CNPh)(FeCp(CO ) ]2  support this idea; the 
Fe—C distances for Fe~C=NPh and Fe-CO  are the same, which is consistent with an 
sp^ hybridization for the isonitrile and carbonyl bridging ligands. The central Fe2 C2  
unit in I is non-planar, the dihedral angle formed by the planes defined by the two 
iron atoms with the carbon atom of each bridging ligand is 162.8 (5)*. This dihedral 
angle is also found in other bridging structures with a cis conformation (see Table 
6.3), and has been anticipated from molecular orbital calculations done on 
cis-[CpM (CO)2 ] 2  complexes. 13
The cyclopentadienyl rings are planar, the maximum deviations from the planes 
defined by the rings, denoted from now on as CpA and CpB, are 0.002 (6 ) A and 
0.009 (6 ) A for atoms C4A and C3B, respectively. The rings are in an almost 
eclipsed conformation; the C q ^ - F c  I-F e 2 -C (2pB dihedral angles vary from
Table 6.3. Relevant Structural Parameters for the Fe2 C2  Central Unit for Iron Dimers with Two Bridging Ligands.
Compound d(Fe-Fe), ZFe-C-Fe, Fold Angle, d(Fe-C), ref
A deg deg° A
cis-Oi-CO)(p-CHMe)[FeCp(CO)]2 ft 2.525 (1) 83.0(1) (CO) 
78.9 (1) (CHMe)
166 1.905(1) (CO) 
1.987 (1) (CHMe)
9
rijKM-CO)2 rFeCp(CO) ]2 2.531 (2) 82.8 (3), 82.4 (3) 164 1.918 (7), 1917 (7) 
1.908 (7), 1.925 (7)
2
(rans-fp-C O ^tFeC pfC O )^ 2.534 (2) 82.9 (2) 180 1.910(5), 1.918(5) 10
ciHlt-CO)(n-CNPh)[FeCp(CO)l2d 2.53 84, 84 166 1.91 (CO) 
1.90 (CNPh)
11
cw-0 l~CO)(p-CH2 )[FeCp(CO) ]2 2.520 (1) 82.5 (CO) 
79.8(1)(CH2)
164 1.904 (4), 1.917 (3) (CO) 
1.965 (4), 1.964 (4) (CHq)
this
work
^Dihedral angle formed by the planes defined by the two iron atoms with the carbon atom of each bridging ligand 
^This molecule has a minor plane that passes through the bridging carbonyl bridging methylene ligands. 
cThis molecule has an inversion center in the middle of the Fe-Fe bond; thus the fold angle has to be zero. 
^Theie is very little information in the literature for this molecule (R = 0.098).
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-3.2 (4) to 11.2 (8 ) '.  The ring C -C  bond distances vary between 1.383 (7) and
1.405 (8) A in CpA, and between 1.367 (8) and 1.403 (7) A in CpB. This 
phenomenon is widely encountered in crystal structures o f organometallic compounds 
with cyclopentadienyl ligands where thermal motions are a llow ed .^  The presence of 
thermal motions in I is also reflected in the large values of the thermal parameters for 
the carbon atoms of the rings. The angles between the C5  axis o f the CpA and CpB 
rings and the Fe-Fe bond axis are 135.9 (2) and 135.5 (2)’, respectively. It was 
discussed before, in connection with the crystal structure determination o f II, that 
this tilt angle is not a consequence of H -H  interactions between the two rings since in 
rrflar-(n-CO)2 [FeCp(CO ) )2  the angle is 139* where there are no H -H  
interactions.^ Furthermore, there are not very many intramolecular C p-C p  contacts 
(Cp—Cp denotes contacts between atoms belonging to different Cp rings) that are 
shorter than the sum of the Van der Waals radii (vide infra). Thus, it is possible that 
the tilt angle is imposed by electronic demands.
In connection with the work presented in Chapter 4 for the barrier of the 
cyclopentadienyl ring rotation, the intra- and intermolecular contacts in I were 
analyzed. A list of the intramolecular non-bonding contacts that are less than the sum 
of the Van der Waals radii of the atoms is given in Table 6.4 (for the values o f the 
sum o f the Van der Waals radii see Appendix 1). These contacts arc of the type 
Cp—CO, C p -C H 2 , CH2 --CO, and CO—CO. Only one contact is of the C p-C p  
type. There are more interactions o f the C p-C O  type but the stronger interactions 
correspond to those of the C H j-C O  type; this comes readily by comparing the 
differences between the sum of the Van der Waals radii and the contact lengths for the 
interacting atoms (numbers in brackets in Table 6.4). Intennolecular contacts up to a 
cutoff distance of 3.7 A are also presented in Table 6.4. These are mainly between 
the oxygen of the carbonyl ligands and the cyclopentadienyl rings, and are mostly
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Table 6.4. Selected ln tra- and Intermolecular Non-Bonding Contacts (A).
Intramolecular Contacts**
0 2 * •C4 3.374 (6 ) 10.026] C 4 - ■C2A 3.064 (9) [0.786]
0 3 - •C1B 3.212 (6 ) [0.038J C4* •C 3A 2.971 (8 ) [0.880]
C4* •C4A 3.596 (8 ) [0.254]
C l - - C2 3.056 (6 ) [0.644] C4- ■C2B 3.138 (6 ) [0.712]
C l - C3 2.562 (5) [1.138] C4- ■C3B 2.978 (7) [0.872]
Cl* C4 2.654 (6 ) [1.196] C4* •C4B 3.520 (4) [0.330]
C l - C IA 3.635 (7) [0.065]
c i - C3A 3.292 (7) [0.408] C3 ■C4 2.910 (5) 10.940]
C l C4A 2.747 (8 ) [0.953] C3* C IA 2.832 (7) [0 .8 6 8 ]
C l - C5 A 3.005 (8 ) [0.695] C3 C2A 3.379 (8 ) [0.321]
C3 ••C5A 3.092 (7) [0.608]
C2 • C3 2.605 (6 ) [ 1 .1 0 0 ] C3* ■Cl B 2.777 (7) [0.923]
C 2-- C4 2.547 (6 ) [1.303] C3- •*C2B 3.285 (7) [0.415]
C2* C1B 3.604 (6 ) [0.096] C3-- C5B 3.151 (7) [0.549]
C2-* C3B 3.372 (8 ) [0.328]
C 2 — C4B 2.818 (6 ) [0.882]
C 2 — C5B 3.005 (6 ) [0.695]
^Numbers in brackets are the differences between the sum of the Van der Waals radii 
and the contact distance of the interacting atoms. Contacts between the carbon 
atoms belonging to the same cyclopentadienyl ring are not listed
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Intermolccular Contacts
0 1 — 0 1  3.400 (5)
O r —0 2  3.643 (5)
O l — C 4 3.489 (5)
O l — C3A 3.561 (6 )
O l — C4B 3.473 (4)
O l — C5B 3.657 (7)
0 3 —0 3  3.649 (4)
0 3 — C IA  3.612(5)
0 3 — C2A 3.416(8)
0 3 — C1B 3.399(5)
0 3 — C2B 3.399 (6 )
0 2 — 0 2  3.072 (5)
0 2 — C2 3.301 (6 )
0 2 — C4B 3.451 (7)
0 2 — C5B 3.679 (7)
C IA — C4A 3.579 (8 )
C3A — C5A 3.693 (9)
C4A C5A 3.666 (9)
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larger than the sum of the Van der Waals radii. Finally in the context o f non-bonding 
contacts it is worthwhile to mention that the hydrogen atoms in the bridging 
methylene unit are within 2.85 (7) to 3.50 ( 1 0 ) A from the hydrogens o f the ring, 
which is an ideal situation for cross-polarization NMR experim ents.^
The crystal structure of I is comparable in most features to other bridging 
methylene metal (Mn, Fe, Rh, and Co) d i m e r s .  16 As discussed in Chapter 3 most 
differences within the unit formed by the two metal atoms and the bridging ligands 
are probably due to the presence of a second bridging ligand in I. Compared to the 
molecular structure o f II, the two structures are very similar. No significant 
differences are seen in the structural features of the Fe2 C2  central unit; bond lengths 
are the same within 0.01 A, and both the M -C O -M  angles and the fold angle between 
the two planes of the central unit are also the same within the limits of experimental 
errors (see Table 6.3). Even though the bridging methylene ligand is described as a 
better acceptor than the bridging carbonyl based on molecular orbital calculations,3 no 
statistically significant change in C -O  bond lengths for the terminal carbonyls is 
found; the C -O  bond lengths of the terminal carbonyls are 1.137 (5) and 1.135 (5) A 
in I, and 1.147 (10) and 1.159 (9) in II. Another region to focus attention on is the 
cyclopentadienyl ligand. It is demonstrated in Chapter 4 that the cyclopentadienyl 
rings in II are moving rapidly in the solid state with rates on the order o f 10*0 s-1. 
The question remaining will be whether, based on a comparison of the crystal lattices 
o f I and II, the barrier for the ring rotation can be roughly estimated; recall from 
Chapter 4 that the barrier for the cyclopentadienyl ring rotation is mainly determined 
by the intra- and intermolecular interactions. Both I and II have similar unit cell 
packing densities, and there are no significant differences in the amount and nature of 
the intra- and intermolecular contacts in both metal dimers. On the other hand, the 
cyclopentadienyl rings in II are also in an almost eclipsed conformation but in this
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case the deviation from the perfectly eclipsed conformation is somewhat higher than 
in I; the dihedral angles, similar to C ^ p ^ -F e l-F e 2 -C c p g  in I, vary from -5.8 (12) 
to 17.2 (4)*. At this point it is tempting to start making predictions about the barrier 
o f rotation o f the cyclopentadienyl rings. Nevertheless it should be pointed out that a 
comparison between packing forces only gives an idea of the change in lattice energy 
and not o f the change in the potential energy surface as the ring rotates. Only if the 
contacts between the ring and the rest of the crystal environment remain equal for 
both I and II upon ring rotation will such analysis allow qualitative comparison of 
the barrier of ring rotation for the two compounds. Also it must be mentioned that in 
theoretical calculations where the contributions o f non-bonded atoms to the potential 
energy surface are calculated based on the angle of rotation of the ring, the cutoff 
distance for intermolecular contacts is around 8  A ;^  it would have been time 
consuming to try to analyze intennolecular contacts for such a long contact radius in 
this work. So up to this point it is still an open question whether the barrier for the 
cyclopentadienyl ring rotation will be similar for both dimers based on the similar 
lattice energy, or different based on the slight differences in the deviation from a 
perfectly eclipsed conformation of the rings.
6.3.2. The C -H  Bond: Analysis o f  the X -R ay Diffraction and IR 
Spectrosocopy Data. The average C-H  bond distance in the bridging methylene 
unit is 1.02 (3) A; the H -C -H  angle is 111 (3)'. The X -ray data tend to indicate that 
distances and angles at the carbon site are similar to those seen for aliphatic methylene 
units. Nevertheless, caution has been advised with regard to assigning carbon 
hybridization based on C-H  bond distances and angles since the M -C-M  angle is in 
general much smaller than the C -C -C  angle for an sp3 or sp? central c a r b o n .  18 
However, recent work has shown that infrared spectroscopy can also be used to
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gauge C-H  bond distances.
The IR spectra of the protio and deuleriated cis-{pi-CH2 )(ji-CO) [FeCp(CO) ] 2  
are shown in Figure 6.3. These data allow the assignment o f stretching frequencies 
for the methylene unit: v(C-H) = 2953,2899 cm-1; v (C -2H) = 2022, 1938 c n r  1; 
note that the C -H  stretching frequency is rather close to a typical aliphatic stretching 
frequency of 2960 cm -1. In the absence of Fermi resonances and coupling to 
bending vibrations, the v(C-H) transition frequency is strongly correlated with the 
C -H  bond d i s t a n c e .  1 9  This was demonstrated by McKean who developed a linear 
correlation between C-H  bond distances and the so-called isolated C-H  stretching 
frequency, V Q |is, ^  which is determined from the IR absorption band that 
corresponds to the C-H  streching frequency for a partially deuteriated carbon atom, 
CH2H. T o  illustrate the validity o f the method for organometallic compounds it is 
useful to note that, for (p 3 -CH)[Co(CO)]3 , C -H  bond distances of 1.087 and 1.084 
A were obtained from the C -H  stretching frequency of 3041 cm*I,2 * and from a 
neutron diffraction study,22 respectively.
Using the quantitative results of McKean, the C -H  bond distance for the bridging 
methylene site in c«-<ji-CH 2 )0 i-CO)[FeCp(CO ) ] 2  is estimated to be 1.10 (1) A. 
VCH*S was not determined in this work; however, it was noticed that v ^ ^ is  generally 
lies within -3 0  c a r 1 of v(C-H).20 Thus, the average of the v ^ y j^  and v Sym , 2920 
cm-1, was chosen as The error limit for the C -H  bond distance reported
herein assumes an uncertainty in the V Q jis Qf 100 cm*l. The C -H  bond distance of 
1.10 A is comparable to the C-H  bond distance of 1.091 A found for the methylene 
unit o f propane from gas phase microwave s p e c t r o s c o p y .2 3  Thus, the results of the 
analysis o f the IR data support the assumption made in connection with our 
solid-state deuterium NMR experiments about the aliphatic nature of the C -H  bond in 
bridging methylene metal dimers.
aA_
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Figure 6.3. IR spectra of d s - ( |i-C H 2 )(H“ CO)[FeCp(CO ) ] 2  and 
d r-(P “C^H 2 )(p-CO)[FeCp(CO ) ] 2  diluted in KBr.
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A b strac t
The deuterium quadrupole coupling constants for (p3-C2H)[Co(CO)]3 and for 
the ethylene ligand in (Ti2-C2^H4)MnCpd(CO)2 (Cpd = 2.7% deuteriation) were 
measured from their deuterium powder patterns and are equal to 172 and 163 kHz, 
respectively. The preliminary results for the charge determination on the methylidyne 
carbon in (P3 -C^H)[Co(CX))l3  yield charges of -0.20 and -0.07 e with respect to the 
tertiary carbon in d |  ^ -adamaniane and (l--^H)propyne, respectively. For 
(T|2 -C 2 ^H4 )MnCpd(CO) 2  the charges on the olefinic carbon atoms calculated from 
the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant value of 163 kHz seem to be too negative 
with respect to (l,l-2H 2)propene or (9,9-2H2)fluorene. The possibility that the 
value o f the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant in (Ti2 -C 2 ^H4 )MnCp^(CO ) 2  is 
reduced due to motion of the deuterons in the ethylene ligand has been briefly 
investigated.
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7.1 . In tro d u c tio n .
Our solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy results for bridging methylene 
metal dimers encouraged us to extend the technique to other organometallic systems. 
Since the ultimate goal is to utilize solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy for the 
identification o f species that are formed over metallic surfaces, the compounds chosen 
in the present work are the methylidyne cobalt trimer (P3~CH)[Co(CO)]3  ^ and the 
ethylene manganese complex (q ^ -^ ^ H ^ M n C p tC O ^ .^  This chapter is a summary 
of the preliminary results o f solid-state deuterium NMR spectroscopy for both 
compounds and has been written with the purpose of facilitating the continuation of 
this work. More emphasis is on the results obtained for (P3 -CH)[Co(CO ) ] 3  since 
more information has been acquired for this complex; unfortunately, the 
decomposition of the ethylene manganese complex did not permit us to study this 
complex any further than what is presented herein.
7.2. Experimental S ection .
Organic solvents were dried and deoxygenated by distillation from 
Na-K/benzophenone under dry nitrogen gas. Routine proton, deuterium and carbon 
NMR spectra were recorded on an Bruker AC 100 and AM400 spectrometers and 
were referenced to TMS. Mass spectra were acquired in a Finnigan TSQ -70 using 
election impact ionization. (T)2-C2^H4)MnCpd(CO)2 (Cpd = 2.7% deuteriation) 
was obtained by Professor John Hubbard from the University o f Vermont as a 
byproduct o f the synthesis o f the bridging methylene manganese dimer 
(H-C2H2)[MnCpd(CO)2]2- Routine IR spectra were recorded on a Perkin Elmer 
283 B. FTIR spectra were recorded in an IBM IR/44 with 4 cm '* resolution.
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7.2.1. Synthesis o f  (p 3 - C 2 H )[C o (C O )]3 . (p 3 ~ C 2 H )[C o(C O ) ] 3  was 
prepared according to literature p ro c e d u re s '*  and its synthesis is described here in 
more detail. 6 g of 0 >2 (CO)g (Strem Chemicals, 17.5 mmol) was transferred inside 
the glove box to a 200 ml Schlenk flask containing 50 ml o f dry and deoxygenated 
THF. 1 ml o f C2 HBr3  (MSD Isotopes, 1 1.4 mmol), purged first with nitrogen gas, 
was added to the solution. The solution was removed from the glovebox and a reflux 
condenser with a nitrogen gas inlet was connected to the Schlenk flask. The mixture 
was stirred at 50 *C for approximately three hours, and then 50 ml of a 10% 
2 HC1/2 H 2 0  solution was added. The reaction mixture turned from greenish black to 
violet upon addition o f the acidic solution. The product was filtered through a 
Schlenk fritted filter and the filtrate was transfered to a separatory funnel. The 
organic and aqueous layers were separated and the latter was washed twice with an 
equal volume o f hexane. The washings were added to the organic layer, and this 
layer was washed with an equal volume of H jO  three times and dried over MgSC>4 . 
All these operations were carried out using syringe techniques to keep the product 
under a nitrogen atmosphere, although at this point there was no appreciable 
decomposition o f the mixture in air. The MgSC>4 was filtered out using Schlenk 
techniques and the solvent was concentrated to 30 ml. The product was crystallized 
overnight over dry ice, and the crystals were purified by sublimation under vacuum at 
50 *C. 670 mg of (P3~C2 H)[Co(CO ) ] 3  was obtained. The solution 2H NMR of the 
product in CCl4 /C 2 HCl3  shows the characteristic peak at 12.15 ppm (referenced to 
the C2 HCl3  peak at 7.26 ppm) for the deuteron at the methylidyne site. The solution 
NMR of the product in CCI4  shows a broad peak at 199.2 ppm for the terminal 
carbonyls; no peak was detected for the methylidyne carbon, a fact that is not unusual 
for triply bridging carbons bound to cobalt (see Chapter 5 section 3). The IR 
spectrum (KBr pellet) shows peaks at 2050,2030,2020 and 2010 cm ' 1 for the
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carbonyls; no peaks for bridging carbonyls were observed, consistent with the 
desired product. The mass spectrum of the product shows the molecular ion peak at 
442.8 m/e and nine peaks separated by 28 m/e corresponding to the loss o f each of 
the nine carbonyls.
7 .2.2. Deuterium S o lid -S ta te  NM R S pectroscopy . P relim inary  
solid-state deuterium NMR spectra for (p.3 -C 2 H)[Co(CO ) ] 3  and 
(Ti2-C 2 H4 )MnCpd<CC>)2 were acquired at 61.4 MHz using a Bruker AM400 
solution-state spectrometer which has been modified for solid-state work using a 
solid-state NMR probe equipped with 4  solenoid coil.5 Since the instrument was not 
equipped with a fast digitization board, the full spectral window of 166.66 kHz was 
used to obtain one-half of the symmetric powder pattern. In order to do this, the 
phase in one of the two channels used in the quadrature detection experiment was set 
to zero forcing the absorption signal to go through the second channel. The 
quadrupole echo pulse sequence used is as follows: (90x . x- ti-9 0 y -t2 -a c q x _x ).6 
The 90* pulse length was 5.3 ps. The delay between 90* pulses, t j .  was 27 (is. The 
delay before echo acquisition, 1 2 , was 30 (is. A two-step phase cycling routine, 
where the phase of the first 90* pulse and the receiver phase are alternated between 0* 
and 180*, was used in order to cancel the effects o f probe ringing.? The full width 
powder pattern spectrum of ( |i3~C^H)[Co(CX>)]3 shown in Figure 7.1 was obtained 
by Dr. Martine Ziliox o f Bruker Instruments.^
7.3. Preliminary Results.
7.3.1. Solid-State D eu te riu m  NMR S p ectroscopy  o f 
(P3 - C 2 H )[C o(C O )]3 . The full powder pattern for (p.3  C^H )[Co(CO ) ] 3  as 
shown in Figure 7.1 shows two outer peaks at a separation of 129 kHz, and peaks
200000





Figure 7.1. Solid-state deuterium NMR spectrum of (H3 -C^H)[Co(CO ) ] 3  
acquired with a recycle delay of 60 s for 1817 scans.
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within 28 kHz around the central part of the spectrum. A rough estimate of the spin 
lattice relaxation times shows that the innermost peaks have a short spin lattice 
relaxation time (T i ca. 0.15 s) while the outermost peaks have a long spin lattice 
relaxation time (T j ca. 30 s); thus only for recycle delays on the order o f 60 s the 
outermost peaks are clearly seen. The outermost peaks were assigned to the deuteron 
in the methylidyne based on the splitting expected for a static C -^H  bond and on the 
characteristic long T i value as found in bridging methylene metal dimers. The 
innermost peaks are tentatively assigned to a deuteriated impurity in the sample which 
could not be identified. Even small amounts of impurity can yield very intense 
signals in the solid-state spectrum with respect to the deuteron in 
(P3—C^H)[Co(CO ) ] 3  when the difference in T j is large. The splitting between the 
peaks of the deuteron in the methylidyne bridge of 129 kHz yields a quadrupole 
coupling constant o f 172 kHz.
Following the procedure for the charge determination on carbon described in 
Chapters 2 and 3, two possible references were explored: the sp^-bridgehead carbon 
in adamantane, and the sp-acetylenic carbon in propyne. Figure 7.2 shows the 
ADLF spectrum of di^-adam antane, where the peaks centered at 131 and 129 kHz 
correspond to the v + and v_ transitions of the deuterons in the sample. Apparently 
the deuterons on both tertiary and secondary carbons in dicj-adamantane have similar 
quadrupole coupling constants; otherwise the two broad peaks seen for each 
transition would be resolved into two distinguishable peaks. According to the ADLF 
spectrum, d  ^ -adam antane has a quadrupole coupling constant o f 172 kHz and a 
small asymmetry parameter o f 0.03. The second possible reference, ( l-2H)propyne, 
has a deuterium quadrupole coupling constant of 208 (10) kHz as measured in the gas 
phase from microwave spectroscopy .9 Care must be taken in extrapolating the values 
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F igure 7.2. ADLF spectrum for d j 5 - adamantane acquired at 77 K
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vibrational effects slightly modulate the value of the quadrupole coupling constant; 
thus it is likely that the value will be slightly higher than 208 kH2  in the solid state.
Once the reference molecules are chosen, the next step in calculating the charge on 
carbon is to compare the C-H bond distances between the sample and reference 
molecules. The C -H  bond distance in (P3 -CH)[Co(CO ) ] 3  is 1.084 (1) and 1.09 (1) 
A as determined from neutron diffraction * * and from the C-H stretching frequency 
of 3041 cm -1,12 respectively. An accurate determination of the C-H  bond distance 
for the bridgehead carbon in adamantane from IR methods was not possible due to 
the poor resolution of the C-H  stretching frequency region; therefore a value o f 1.11 
A is tentatively assigned to the C -H  bond distance in adamantane based on the C-H 
stretching frequency at 2847 cm ' *. In propyne the C-H  bond distance for the 
acetylenic bond has been determined to be equal to 1.056 (8) and 1.06 (1) A from 
microwave spectroscopy13 and IR m e t h o d s , !  4 respectively. Since both 
determinations were carried out in the gas phase it would be appropriate to correct 
those values to the solid-state distances. The C-H  stretching frequencies in the gas 
phase are usually 15 cm"! less than in the condensed phases; ^  the resulting 
correction (0.001 A) is insignificant compared to the experimental errors in the 
gas-phase C -H  bond distances.
Since the C -H  bond distance of 1.084 (1) A in (ji,3 ~CH)[Co(CO)l3  is shorter 
than the C-H  bond distance for the bridgehead carbon in adamantane and longer than 
the C -H  bond distance for the acetylenic carbon in propyne, the deuterium 
quadrupole coupling constants for the reference molecules must be scaled before 
calculating the relative charge on carbon. As it was pointed out in Chapters 2 and 3 
the rate of increase o f the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant with the C -H  bond 
distance is 1 kHz per 0.001 A; thus the scaled quadrupole coupling constants for the 
deuterons in di^-adam antane and (l-^H )propyne are 198 and 180 kHz,
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which are known to be occupied based on molecular orbital calculations. ^  
Therefore, eq 2.2, which has been derived to calculate the difference in occupancy on 
one 2p orbital, needs to be modified. The modified equation is as follows
s^zz<yh(sample) -  e3qa O h(ref)+  v p )
ao h \  * ri /
(7.1)
where e7qzzQ/h(ref) is the scaled deuterium quadrupole coupling constant for the 
reference, the factor o f two in the second term of the equation accounts for the 
distribution of charge over the two 2p orbitals of the apical carbon in 
(p j-C 2H )[Co(00)]3, and Aq is the change in occupancy in the 2p orbitals relative to 
the reference molecule. According to eq 7.1, the charge on the methylidyne carbon in 
(M3 ~CH)[Co(GO) ] 3  is -0.20 e with respect to the bridgehead carbon in adamantane, 
but only -0.07 e with respect to the acetylenic carbon in propyne. This preliminary 
rinding supports the idea that the bonding in alkylidynes is better described as an sp 
hybrid, and as such its charge is close to that of an acetylenic carbon but more
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negative than that o f a tertiary aliphatic carbon in the same way as organic acetylenic 
carbons are. These results are in agreement with the conclusions obtained previously 
with 59q> NQR data for alkylidynetricobalt cluster. In that w o k  a correlation 
between the cobalt quadrupole coupling constant and the Hammett parameters of the 
substituents on the apical carbon was interpreted as evidence that the transmission of 
electronic character between the substituent and the cobalt atom proceeds through a n 
mechanism instead of a through-bond mechanism. 17
7.3 .2 . S o lid -S ta te  D e u te riu m  NM R S pectroscopy  of 
(tl2-C 2 2 H 4)M nC pd (C O )2. The spectra o f one-half of the symmetric deuterium 
powder patterns for (ri^-C 2 ^H4 )MnCp^(CO ) 2  at 297 and 193 K are shown in 
Figures 7.3 and 7.4. The main features in both spectra are the peak at 35.1 KHz 
corresponding to the deuterons on the rapidly rotating cyclopentadienyl ring, and a 
less intense peak at 61 kHz assigned to the deuterons on the ethylene ligand. The 
presence of a half peak at the zero frequency point in the spectrum at 297 K has been 
observed before when acquiring data for half of the spectral width and in many cases 
this line disappears when a full width spectrum is obtained. Lowering the 
temperature has two effects on the spectrum: the intensity o f the outermost peak 
decreases with respect to the peak for the deuteriated cyclopentadienyl ligand even 
though the recycle delay has been doubled at 193 K; and the peak at 61 kHz is 
slightly shifted to lower frequencies.
The deuterium quadrupole coupling constant for the deuterons in the ethylene 
ligand, calculated from the peak at 61 kHz, is 163 kHz. The crystal structure for 
Cn^ -0 2 ^ 4 )MnCp(CO)2 has not been determined, and unfortunately the sample 
decomposed before the IR spectrum could be obtained in order to determine the C-H  
bond distance. Nevertheless neutron diffraction studies done on similar compounds
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Figure 7.3. Powder pattern of one-half of the symmetric deuterium powder 
pattern for (ri2-C 22H4)MnCpd(CO)2 (Cp*1 -  2.7% deuteriated cyclopentadienyl) at 
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Figure 7.4. Powder pattern of one-half of the symmetric deuterium powder 
pattern for (n2-C 22H4>MnCPd<CO>2 (CP*1 -  2 7% deuteriated cyclopentadienyl) at 
193 K acquired with a recycle delay of 20 s for 129 scans.
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have shown that the C -H  bond distance in the ethylenic unit ranges from 1.079 to
1.098 A.18 Should (l.l-^ I-^ lp ropene  be a good reference molecule, the value for 
the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant o f 184 (20) kHz, measured in the liquid 
crystal phase, ^  and the values for the C -H  bond distances of 1.084 and 1.087 A for 
the cis and trans hydrogens, measured in the gas phase from IR methods, *4 must 
be used in the charge calculation. If the metal-olefin bond is regarded as a 
metallocyclopropane then a better reference molecule would be (9,9-2H2)fluorene as 
used for the bridging methylene metal dimers. After scaling the values for the 
deuterium quadrupole coupling constants for ( l , l - 2H2 )propene and 
(9,9-^H2)fluorene according to the lower and upper limits for the C-H  bond distance 
for ethylene ligands, the charge on carbon was calculated to range from -0.1 to -0.4 e 
relative to propene and from -0.2 to -0.5 e relative to fluorene. These values seem 
too negative compared to an organic ethylenic or methylenic carbon, therefore before 
arriving at any preliminary conclusion it is worthwhile to investigate the possibility 
that solid-state motions are reducing the value of the deuterium quadrupole coupling 
constant in the ethylene ligand in (q ^ -C ^H ^M n C p d fC O ^ .
The first approach to analyzing whether the solid-state deuterium NMR 
parameters are motionally averaged is to compare spectra acquired at different 
temperatures. Although the outermost peak in the spectrum of 
0l^-C2^H4)MnCpd{CO)2 at 193 K is broad and weak, there is a slight shift of its 
resonance frequency to lower values as would be expected if thermal motions were 
quenched by lowering the temperature. Also, the fact that there is a substantial loss 
o f intensity o f the outermost peak with respect to the peak of the deuteriated 
cyclopentadienyl ligand, even though the recycle delay at 193 K is twice the recycle 
delay at 297 K, could indicate that through that range o f temperatures the rates of 
motion fall into the intermediate exchange region. As discussed in Chapter 4 a loss of
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intensity is expected when motions occur in the intermediate exchange region because 
the value of T 2  is comparable to the delay between the two pulses in the quadrupole 
echo pulse sequence, and also because the slope of the curve of the theoretical T \ 
values versus rate is negative (i.e. the T i values increase with decreasing 
temperature). Based on these observations two possible models of motions in 
connection with the reorientation of the deuterons in the ethylene ligand were briefly 
investigated and are discussed in the following paragraphs. Both models yield the 
same simulated powder patterns.
The first model consists in the rotation of the ethylene ligand around the 
metal-ethylene axis. This type of motion has been addressed before for ethylene 
complexes by solution proton and deuterium NMR spectroscopy,^ and molecular 
orbital calculations.^! For (r)2-C2H4)MnCp(CO)2 solution proton NMR spectra 
show a single peak for the ethylenic protons at 2.32 ppm for temperatures above 
-40 *C which is clearly resolved into two multiplets centered at 2.82 and 1.93 ppm at 
-125 *C. The free energy of activation for the ethylene ligand rotation calculated from 
solution proton NMR data is 35.1 (8) kJ/mol at 168 On the other hand, 
molecular orbital calculations suggest that the upright conformation of the ethylene 
ligand with respect to the cyclopentadienyl ligand in Cn^-C2 H4 )MCp(CO) 2  
complexes is electronically unfavorable with respect to the parallel conformation 
(refer to Scheme II); the electronic barrier between these two conformations is in the 
order of 79 kJ/mol.21a Powder pattern simulations were carried out for a model 
where the ethylene ligand rotates 180* around the metal. This model is depicted in 
Scheme II where the angle 0, formed by the C-^H  and the metal-ethylene bond axes, 
represents the degree of bending of the hydrogen atoms away from the metal.22 Thjs 
bending away from the metal has been observed for hydrogens and other substituents 
in the olefin in almost every crystal structure of ethylene complexes. 1.18,23 phc
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typical range for 6 is 48-85*. The best match to the experimental solid-state 
deuterium NMR for this 180* rotation model is obtained for 0 = 78*, and the 
simulated powder patterns for a static deuterium quadrupole coupling constant o f 184 
kHz are presented in Figure 7.5. The simulations show that for rates at or above 
105 s’ * a resonance peak at 62.4 kHz is distinct; this value is narrowed down to 
59.8 kHz when a static deuterium quadrupole coupling constant of 180 kHz is used. 
Both values of 62.4 and 59.8 kHz are very close to the experimental value of 61 kHz 
considering that the values used for the static deuterium quadrupole coupling constant 
are approximate. From the theoretical T \ curve for this model of motion shown in 
Figure 7.6, an upper limit for the motional rate of 10^ s'* is determined; only below 
this upper limit do the T] values increase with decreasing rate. The fact that in the 
temperature range of 297 to 193 K the reorientation of the ethylene ligand falls in the 
intermediate exchange region whereas the reorientation of the cyclopentadienyl ligand 
falls in the fast exchange region (see Chapter 4) would explain the change of the 
relative intensities between the peaks corresponding to the ethylene and Cp-ring 
ligands with temperature.
The second model of motion came into consideration after taking into account the 
fact that once solid-state interactions are added to the high electronic barrier, as 
predicted from molecular orbital calculations, the activation energy for the rotation of 
the ethylene ligand could be too high and this type o f motion of the deuterons in the 
ethylene ligand in (T|2 _C2 ^H4 )MnCp^(CO )2  would be transparent to solid-state 
deuterium NMR techniques. The alternative model considers a rocking motion of the 
deuterons in the ethylene ligand towards and away from the metal. This model is 
illustrated in Scheme III where only the reorientation of one deuteron around the 
rocking axis is shown for simplicity; the angle 0  is now defined as the angle formed 
by each C -^H  bond axis and the rocking axis. For this rocking model the powder
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Figure 7.5. Deuterium powder pattern simulations for the two possible models of 
motion for the deuterons in the ethylene ligand in (r^ -C ^ H ^ M n C p ^ C O te  as 
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Figure 7.6. Plot o f the theoretical T i for the peak at 61 kHz in 
(T|2-C2^H4)MnCpd(CX))2 versus rate for the two models of motion for the ethylene 
ligand as depicted in Schemes II and III.
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Scheme III
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pattern simulations and the theoretical T \ curve for an angle 6 = 12* are the same as 
those presented in Figure 7.5 and 7.6, respectively, for the previous model.
Thus once again in this second model the rate falls in the intermediate exchange 
region somewhere between 10^ to 10^ s '1, and the T j values increase as the rate is 
lowered, a necessary condition to explain the changes in the spectra of 
(Ti^—C2 ^ 4 )MnCpd(CO )2  as the temperature is lowered.
7.4. Suggestions for Future Work.
The next step in continuing with the charge determination on the methylidyne 
carbon in the tricobalt cluster is to measure the deuterium quadrupole coupling 
constant o f a deuteriated alkyne in the solid state Should adamantane still be used as 
a reference, (1,3,5,7^H 4)adam antane should be synthesized as reported in the 
literature ,23 to determine more accurately the deuterium quadrupole coupling constant 
for the bridgehead carbon as well as the C-H  stretching frequency. Also if the 
impurity in (p.3 -C 2 H)[Co(0 0 ) ] 3  cannot be identified it would be advisable to purify 
the compound with column chromatography since repeated sublimations will not 
purify the compound if the impurity is another alkylidyne cobalt cluster.
The work on the manganese ethylene complex is still in its preliminary stages and 
there is a lot to be done. The first step of course is to prepare the compound without 
the deuteriated cyclopentadienyl ring to allow for a better lineshape analysis of the 
powder patterns. To be able to estimate the value of the static deuterium quadrupole 
coupling constant for the deuterons in the ethylene ligand the temperature should be 
lowered as much as possible when obtaining the deuterium powder pattern, or ADLF 
spectroscopy should be used since this technique is not sensitive to motions. To 
determine the charge on carbon on the ethylene ligand the deuterium quadrupole 
coupling constant o f a deuteriated alkene in the solid state has to be measured, and the
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C -H  bond distances for (Ti2-C2H4)MnCp(CO)2 and the reference olefin should be 
estimated from IR methods.
Provided that motions are detected in the preliminary solid-state deuterium 
powder patterns, the investigation o f the motional properties of the ethylene ligand 
should be pursued. Once a good value for the static quadrupole coupling constant is 
determined for the deuterons in the ethylene ligand in (ri2_C2 ^H4 )MnCp(CO) 2  the 
models discussed above could be further investigated by analyzing the effect of 
changing the delay between pulses in the quadrupole echo pulse sequence. This will 
help to get more information about the motional properties of this ligand in the 
intermediate exchange region. Furthermore, it is very likely that by increasing the 
temperature, the fast exchange limit could be reached, and in that region a spin lattice 
relaxation time determination could be carried out to determine the rates at different 
temperatures. With all this information the kinetic parameters of the motion could be 
estimated and compared to the results obtained with solution proton NMR 
spectroscopy and molecular orbital calculations.
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A. 1.1. The Van der Waals contacts used in the discussion of the crystal 
structures presented in Chapters 5 and 6 are listed below.
H x(x=2.3)c " °  -  3.4 A 
Caromatic*'^aromatic ~ 3.7 A.
Caromatic"^x(x=2,3) ~  ^-85 ^
CammnHr~~Q = 3.25 A
A.1.2. The rest o f this appendix contains the tables o f the suplementary material 
of the X -ray crystal structure data of [Co4 (r|^ -C 5 H5 )2 (CO)4 (p-CO)(p.3 -C O )2 ].
Table A.1.1. Calculated Positional Parameters and Equivalent Isotropic Thermal 
Parameters for the Hydrogen Atoms in (Co4 (T^-C5 H5 )2 (CO)4 (ji-CO)(jJ3 -CO)2 l-
Atom x y z B (A2)
H1A 0.1140 0.250 -0.1000 5 (1 )
H2A 0.3050 0.0850 -0.0680 2.5 (6)
H3A 0.6110 0.1470 -0.0160 3.6 (8)
H1B 0.4350 0.250 0.6700 0.9 (7)
H2B 0.5730 0.0840 0.5730 2.9 (7)
H3B 0.7929 0.1470 0.4160 2.3 (6)
°H  atoms were refined iso tropically.
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Table A.1.2. Anisotropic Thermal Parameters.
Atom u u U22 U33 U23 U13 U12
Col 0.0304 0.0302 0.02360 -0.00669 0.00461 0.00131
0.0001 0.0001 0.00009 0.00009 0.00008 0.00009
Co2 0.0307 0.0231 0.0152 0 0.0043 0
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0.0001 0
Co3 0.0260 0.0243 0.0168 0 0.0024 0
0.0001 0.0001 0.0001 0 0.0001 0
C l 0.036 0.058 0.038 0 0.004 0
0.001 0.002 0.001 0 0.001 0
C2 0.0385 0.0245 0.0242 0.0001 0.0034 0.0007
0.0008 0.0007 0.0007 0.0007 0.0006 0.0006
C3 0.0402 0.045 0.0351 -0.0058 0.0082 0.0065
0.0009 0.001 0.0009 0.0009 0.0007 0.0009
C4 0.056 0.048 0.040 -0.020 0.0046 0.000
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0009 0.0001
O l 0,037 0.088 0.070 0 -0.015 0
0.001 0.002 0.002 0 0.001 0
0 2 0.0539 0.0266 0.0381 0.0085 0.0099 -0.0001
0.0007 0.0006 0.0007 0.0006 0,0006 0.0006
0 3 0.071 0.091 0.0361 -0.007 0.0161 -0.0177
0.001 0.001 0.0007 0.001 0.0007 0.0009
0 4 0.107 0.065 0.074 -0.047 0.009 -0.023
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001
CIA 0.042 0.058 0.019 0 -0.000 0
0.001 0.002 0.001 0 0.001 0
C2A 0.064 0.037 0.0222 -0.0059 0,0099 -0.0069
0.001 0.001 0.0007 0.00009 0.0008 0.0007
C3A 0.050 0.055 0.0237 0.013 0.0126 -0.0012
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0.001 0.001 0.0007 0.001 0.0007 0.0008
C1B 0.048 0.095 0.017 0 -0.001 0
0.002 0.003 0.001 0 0.001 0
C2B 0.053 0.052 0.040 -0.003 -0.0147 0.0185
0.001 0.001 0.001 0.001 0.0009 0.0009
C4B 0.1139 0.0441 0.0476 0.0207 0.0252 0.0381
0.0046 0.0024 0.0026 0.0021 0.0028 0.0028
C3B 0.0333 0.049 0.048 0.0102 -0.0064 0.001
0.0009 0.001 0.001 0.0009 0.0008 0.001
Table A. 1.3. Table of Least Squares Planes for the Cp rings in [Co4 (Tl^-C5 H5 )2 (CO)4 (p-CO)(]i3 -CO)2 ].fl
Plane No. A B C D Atom X y z Distance
1 0.2021 0.0000 -0.9794 1.1174 Atoms in Plane-—
CIA 1.9440 3.0723 -0.7388 -0.001 (3)
C2A 2.7616 1.9429 -0.5719 0.001 (2)
C3A 4.0722 2.3694 -0.3003 0.000 (2)
C2A' 2.7613 4.2020 -0.5721 0.001 (2)
C3A' 4.0719 3.7758 -0.3003 0.000 (2)
2 -0.6014 0.0000 -0.7990 -6.5415 -Atoms in Plane------
C1B 3.3857 3.0723 5.6358 0.003 (3)
C2B 4.0588 1.9343 5.1352 -0.002 (3)
C3B 5.1315 2.3657 4.3241 0.001 (3)
C2B’ 4.0585 4.2101 5.1356 -0.002 (3)
C3B’ 5.1319 3.7795 4.3237 0.001 (3)
Dihedral Angles Between Planes: Plane No. Plane No. Dihedral Angle
1 2 48.6 (8)
GThe equation of the plane is of the form: A*x + B*y + C*z - D = 0, where A, B, C & D are constants and x, y 
& z are orthogonalized coordinates.
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Table A. 1.4. Bond Angles (').
C o l —C o l—Co2
C o l-C o l-C o 3
C o l - C o l - C l
Co 1 '-C o  1~C2
C o l’-C o l-C 3
C o l* -C o l-C 4
Co2~Col-Co3
C o 2 -C o l-C l
C o 2 -C o l-C 2
C o2-C o l-C 3
C o 2 -C o l-C 4
C o 3 -C o l-C l
C o3-C o l—C2
C o3-C ol-C 3
C o3-C o l-C 4
C l-C o l-C 2
C l-C o l-C 3
C l-C o l-C 4
C 2 -C o l-C 3
C 2 -C o l-C 4
C 3 -C o l-C 4
C o l-C o 2 ~ C o l’
C ol-C o2-C o3
C ol-C o2-C 2
C o l-C o 2 -C 2 ’





























C o l-C o 2 -C 3 A ’
C ol-C o2-C 3A
C o3-Co2-C2
C o3-C o2-C lA
Co3~Co2-C2A
Co3-Co2-C3A
C 2-C o2-C 2 '
C 2-C o2-C lA
C2-Co2-C2A
C2-Co2-C3A
C 2-C o2-C 2A '
C 2-C o2-C 3A ’
C lA -C o2-C 3A
C2A -C o2-C l A
C2A-Co2~C3A
C2A -C o2-C 2A '
C2A -Co2-C3A '
C3A -C o2-C 3A ’
C o l-C o 3 -C o l '
C ol-C o3—Co2
C ol-C o3-C 2
C o l-C o 3 -C 2 '
C o l-C o 3 -C lB
C ol-C o3-C 2B
C ol-C o3-C 3B
Co l-C o 3 -C 2 B ’





























C o l-C o 2 -C lA 109.96 (5) Co2-Co3-C2 53.13 (3)
C o2-C o3-C lB 168.29 (6) C o2-C lA -C 2A 69.99 (9)
Co2-Co3-C2B 145.21 (6) C2A -C1A -C2A ’ 118.4(3)
Co2-Co3-C3B 124.01 (5) C o2-C2A -C l A 70.52 (9)
C 2-C o3-C 2 ' 105.78 (7) Co2-C2A-C3A 70.41 (8)
C 2-C o3-C lB 126.90 (4) C1A-C2A-C3A 108.8 (1)
C2-Co3-C2B 92.69 (7) Co2-C3A-C2A 70.06 (7)
C2-Co3-C3B 90.98 (6) Co2-C3A -C 3A ' 70.22 (5)
C 2-C o3-C 2B ' 156.61 (6) C2A-C3A-C3A ' 107.66 (9)
C2-Co3~C3B ' 123.97(9) C2B -C 1B -C 2B ' 107.2 (2)
C lB -C o3—C2B 39.59 (9) C o3-C 2B -C lB 70.4 (1)
ClB-Co3~C3B 66.78 (8) Co3-C2B-C3B 70.11 (8)
C2B-Co3-C3B 39.65 (7) C1B-C2B-C3B 108.6 (2)
C 2B -C o3-C 2B ' 66.2 (1) Co3-C3B-C2B 70.23 (8)
C 3B -C o3-C 2B ' 66.48 (7) Co3-C3B—C3B’ 70.15 (5)
C 3B -C o3-C 3B ’ 39.7 (1) C 2B -C 3B -C 3B ’ 107.7 (1)
C o l- C l- C o l ' 76.90 (8)
C o l-C l-O l 141.47 (4)
C o l-C 2 -C o 2 76.61 (5)
C ol-C 2~C o3 79.12 (5)
C o l-C 2 -0 2 136.5 (1)
C o2-C2-Co3 75.43 (4)
C o2-C 2-02 131.7 (1)
C o3-C 2-02 133.5 (1)
C o l-C 3 -0 3 179.2 (1)
C o l-C 4 -0 4 177.4 (2)
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A ppend ix  2
The appendix contains the tables o f the suplementary material of the X ra y  crystal 
data o f cw-(M-CH2 )(li-CO)[FeCp(CO ) )2
T able A.2.1. Anisotropic Thermal Parameters.
Atom U ll U22 U33 U23 U13 U12
Fel 0.0326 0.0286 0.0434 0.0121 0.0090 0.0086
0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
Fe2 0.0314 0.0289 0.0342 0.0097 0.0053 0.0071
0.0003 0.0003 0.0003 0.0002 0.0002 0.0002
O l 0.0705 0.0553 0.0708 0.0004 0,0251 0.0265
0.0021 0.0018 0.0020 0.0016 0.0017 0.0016
0 2 0.1181 0.0753 0.0869 0.0357 0.0698 0.0418
0.0031 0.0022 0.0025 0.0019 0.0025 0.0022
0 3 0.0330 0.0569 0.0536 0.0099 -0.0042 0.0111
0.0014 0.0016 0.0016 0.0013 0.0012 0.0012
C l 0.0407 0.0385 0.0489 0.0117 0.0072 0.0116
0.0020 0.0020 0.0022 0.0017 0.0017 0.0017
C2 0.0600 0,0399 0.0471 0.0217 0.0203 0.0158
0.0025 0.0021 0.0022 0.0017 0.0020 0.0018
C3 0.0325 0.0371 0.0405 0.0111 0.0094 0.0130
0.0019 0.0018 0.0019 0.0015 0.0015 0.0015
C4 0.0355 0.0367 0.0525 0.0133 -0.0037 0.0051
0.0021 0.0020 0.0023 0.0017 0.0017 0.0016
CIA 0.0898 0.0622 0.0530 0.0192 0.0357 0.0157
0.0038 0.0029 0.0027 0.0022 0.0026 0.0027
C2A 0.0846 0.0798 0.1307 0.0756 0.0800 0.0568
0.0039 0.0039 0.0051 0.0039 0.0040 0.0034
C3A 0.0536 0.0711 0.0905 0.0371 0.0190 -0.0106
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0.0029 0.0036 0.0039
C4A 0.1149 0.0379 0.0956
0.0049 0.0025 0.0040
C5A 0.0697 0.0868 0.0750
0.0033 0.0039 0.0034
C1B 0.0764 0.0425 0.0392
0.0032 0.0022 0.0022
C2B 0.0677 0.0372 0.1026
0.0034 0.0023 0.0043
C3B 0.0602 0.0459 0.0782
0.0031 0.0025 0.0036
C4B 0.1139 0.0441 0.0476
0.0046 0.0024 0.0026










































Table A2 2 .  Table of Least Squares Planes for the Cp rings in Qi-CH2)(|!-£0)[PeCp(C0)]2.a
Plane No. A B C D Atom X y z Distance
1 0.4687 0.5555 -0.6868 1.7236 -Atoms in Plane-----
CIA 1.7067 2.3531 0.5586 0.000(5)
C2A 2.8284 2.4177 1.3769 -0.001(7)
C3A 2.7322 3.5244 2.2031 0.001(6)
C4A 1.5138 4.1424 1.8760 -0.002(6)
C5A 0.9158 3.4376 0.8936 0.001(6)
2 0.4597 -0.8416 -0.2834 1.4659 -Atoms in Plane-----
C1B 1.5412 -1.4857 1.7388 0.000(5)
C2B 2.7478 -0.9954 2.2604 -0.006(5)
C3B 2.8562 -1.3989 3.5845 0.009(6)
C4B 1.7232 -2.0998 3.8891 -0.009(3)
C5B 0.9154 -2.1757 2.7561 0.005(5)
Dihedral Angles Between Planes: Plane No. Plane No. Dihedral Angle
1 2 93.3 (2)
(fThe equation of the plane is of the form: A*x + B*y + C*z - D = 0, where A, Bt C & D are constants and x, y 
& z are orthogonalized coordinates.
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Table A .2 J . Bond Lenghts ( A )  and Bond Angles (*).
Fe2 —F el 2.520 (1) C3A -Fel -C2A 38.2 (2)
C l —F el 1.751 (4) C4A —F el 2.083 (4)
C l -Fel -Fe2 99 .8 (1 ) C4A -Fel -Fe2 167.9 (2)
C3 —Fel 1.904 (3) C4A -Fel -C l 91.1 (2)
C3 -Fel -Fe2 49 .0 (1 ) C4A -Fel -C3 137.2 (2)
C3 -Fel -C l 88.9 (2) C4A -Fel -C4 125.3 (2)
C4 —Fel 1.965 (4) C4A -Fel -CIA 63.8 (2)
C4 -Fel -C l 91.0 (2) C4-Fel -Fe2 50.1 (1)
C4 -Fel -C3 97.5 (1) C4A -Fel -C2A 64.0 (2)
C I A —F el 2.136 (4) C4A -Fel -C3A 39.1 (2)
C IA -F e l -Fe2 109.7 (1) C5A —Fel 2.104 (5 )
C IA -F e l -C l 138.3 (2) C5A -Fel -Fe2 142.1 (2)
C IA  -Fel -C3 88.9 (2 ) C5A -Fel -Cl 102.0 (2)
C IA -F e l -C4 130.6 (2) C5A -Fel -C3 100.9 (2)
C2A —Fel 2.117 (5) C5A -Fel -C4 157.6 (2)
C2A -Fel -Fe2 104.4 (1) C5A -Fel -CIA 38.1 (2)
C2A -Fel -Cl 153.9 (2) C5A -Fel -C2A 63.5 (2)
C2A -Fel -C3 114.3 (2) C5A -Fel -C3A 64.3 (2)
C2A -Fel -C4 97.2 (2) C5A -Fel -C4A 37.6 (2)
C2A -Fel -CIA 38.2 (2) Fel —Fe2 2.520 (1)
C3A —Fel 2.109 (4) C2—Fe2 1.745 (4)
C3A -Fel -Fe2 129.5 (2) C2-Fe2 -Fel 97.7 (1)
C3A -Fel -C l 116,8 (2) C3—Fe2 1.917 (3)
C3A -Fel -C3 151,8 (2) C3-Fe2 -Fel 48.5 (1)
C3A -Fel -C4 93.6 (2) C3-Fe2 -C2 90.6 (2)
C3A -Fel -CIA 64.5 (2) C4—Fe2 1.964 (4)
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C4 -Fe2 -Fel 50.1 (1) C4B -Fe2 -C3B 37.9 (2)
C4 -Fe2 -C2 86.6 (2) C5B —Fe2 2.102 (4)
C4 -Fc2 -C3 97.2 (1) C5B -Fe2 -Fel 145.5 (2)
C1B — Fc2 2.122 (4) C5B -Fe2 -C2 102.3 (2)
C1B -Fe2 -Fel 111.4 (1) C5B -Fe2 -C3 103.1 (2)
C1B -Fe2 -C2 137.4 (2) C5B -Fe2 -C4 157.6 (2)
C1B -Fe2 -C3 86.7 (2) C5B -Fe2 -C1B 38.1 (2)
C1B -Fe2 -C4 135.9 (2) C5B -Fe2 -C2B 64.1 (2)
C2B — Fe2 2.114 (5) C5B -Fe2 -C3B 64.3 (2)
C2B -Fe2 -Fel 102.9 (1) C5B -Fe2 -C4B 38.9 (2)
C2B -Fe2 -C2 157.8 (2) C l—O l 1,137 (5)
C2B -Fe2 -C3 109.1 (2) C 2 --0 2 1.135 (05)
C2B -Fe2 -C4 100.5 (2) C3—0 3 1.173 (4)
C2B -Fe2 -C1B 38.7 (2)
C3B —Fe2 2.123 (4) Fel —Cl 1.751 (4)
C3B -Fe2 -Fel 126.2 (2) O l—C l 1.137 (5)
C3B -Fe2 -C2 121.0 (2) O l-C l-F e l 177.4 (4)
C3B -Fe2 -C3 147.2 (2) Fe2 —C2 1.745 (4)
C3B -Fe2 -C4 93.5 (2) 0 2 —C2 1.135 (5)
C3B -Fe2 -C1B 64.6 (2) 02-C2-Fe2 178.9 (4)
C3B -Fe2 -C2B 38.3 (2) Fel —C3 1.904 (3)
C4B —Fe2 2.083 (4) Fe2 —C3 1.917 (3)
C4B -Fe2 -Fel 164.1 (2) Fe2 -C3-Fel 82.5 (1)
C4B -Fe2 -C2 94.4 (2) 0 3  --C3 1.173 (4)
C4B -Fe2 -C3 141.9 (2) 03-C3-Fel 139.7 (3)
C4B -Fe2 -C4 120.9 (2) 03-C3-Fe2 137.8 (3)
C4B -Fe2 -C1B 64.5 (2) Fel - -C4 1.965 (4)
C4B -Fe2 -C2B 63.8 (2) Fe2 —C4 1.963 (4)
Fe2 -C4-Fe 1 79.8 (1) H2A -C2A -C3A 131.0(41)
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H4— C4 0.945 (39) F e l - C 3 A 2.109 (4)
H 4 -C4-Fel 114.6 (22) C2A —C3A 1.384 (8)
H4 -C4-Fe2 112.9 (23) C2A-C3A -Fel 71.2 (3)
H5 — C4 1.091 (50) C4A —C3A 1.405 (8)
H5 -C4-Fel 118.9 (24) C4A -C3A -Fel 69.4 (3)
H5 -C4-Fe2 117.5 (25) C4A -C3A -C2A 105.8 (5)
H5 -C4-H4 110.2 (34) H3A —C3A 0.946 (61)
H3A -C3A  -Fel 113.2 (37)
Fel —CIA 2.136 (4) H3A -C3A -C2A 138.1 (38)
C2A - C l  A 1.390 (8) H3A -C3A -C4A 114.7 (38)
C2A -CIA  -Fel 70.2 (3) Fel —C4A 2.083 (4)
C5A —CIA 1.383 (7) C3A —C4A 1.405 (8)
C5A -C IA -F el 69.7 (3) C3A -C4A -Fel 71.4 (3)
C5A -C1A-C2A 106.4 (5) C5A —C4A 1.349 (8)
H 1 A —CIA 1.049 (14) C5A -C4A -Fel 72.1 (0.3)
H1A -C1A  -Fel 124.1 (65) C5A -C4A -C3A 108.9 (5)
H 1A -C1A -C2A 120,0 (70) H4A —C4A 0.936 (58)
H 1A -C1A -C5A 133.6 (70) H4A -C4A -Fel 115.2 (33)
F el —C2A 2.117 (5) H4A -C4A -C3A 117.9 (34)
C I A —C2A 1.390(8) H4A -C4A -C5A 132.5 (34)
C IA  -C2A -Fel 71.7 (3) CIA  -C5A 1.383 (7)
C3A —C2A 1.384 (8) C1A-C5A -Fel 72.2 (3)
C3A -C2A -Fel 70.6 (3) C4A —C5A 1.349 (8)
C3A -C2A -CIA 109.4 (5) C4A -C5A -Fel 70.4 (3)
H2A —C2A 0.824 (58) C4A -C5A -CIA 109.4 (5)
H2A -C2A -Fel 122.9 (40) H5A -C5A 0.939 (84)
H2A -C2A -CIA 119.5 (41) H5A -C5A -Fel 127.8 (52)
F el —C5A 2.104 (5) H5A -C5A -CIA 123.0 (58)
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Fe2 —C1B 2.122 (4)
C2B —C1B 1.403 (7)
C2B -C1B -Fc2 70.4 (3)
C5B — C1B 1.380 (7)
C5B -C1B -Fc2 70.2 (3)
C5B -C1B-C2B 106.9 (4)
H1B — C1B 0.895 (47)
H1B -C1B -Fc2 125.3 (29)
H1B -C1B -C2B 121.8 (30)
H1B -C1B -C5B 131.3 (30)
Fe2 —C2B 2.114 (5)
C1B — C2B 1.403 (7)
C1B -C2B -Fc2 71.0 (3)
C3B — C2B 1.388 (8)
C3B -C2B -Fc2 71.3 (3)
C3B -C2B -C1B 108.7 (5)
H2B — C2B 0.651 (50)
H2B -C2B -Fc2 123.2 (45)
H2B -C2B -C1B 132.3 (47)
H2B -C2B -C3B 119.0 (46)
Fe2 — C3B 2.123 (4)
C2B —C3B 1.388 (8 )
C2B -C3B -Fc2 70.5 (3 )
C4B —C3B 1.367 (8)
C4B -C3B -Fc2 69.4 (3)
C4B C3B -C2B 107.3 (4)
H3B —C3B 0.759 (81)
H3B -C3B -Fe2 118.2 (63)
C2B —H2B 0.651 (50)
H3B -C3B -C2B 135.2 (67)
H3B C3B -C4B 116.9 (67)
Fc2 —C4B 2.083 (4)
C3B —C4B 1.367 (8)
C3B -C4B -Fe2 72.6 (3)
C5B —C4B 1.394 (7)
C5B -C4B -Fc2 71.3 (2)
C5B -C4B -C3B 109.1 (4)
H4B — C4B 0.843 (46)
H4B -C4B -Fc2 128.3 (31)
H4B -C4B -C3B 122.6 (33)
H4B -C4B -C5B 127.8 (34)
Fc2 — C5B 2.102 (4)
C1B —C5B 1.380 (7)
C1B -C5B -Fe2 71.7 (2)
C4B —C5B 1.394 (7)
C4B -C5B -Fe2 69.8 (2)
C4B -C5B -C1B 108.0 (4)
H5B -C5B 0.872 (55)
H5B -C5B -Fc2 122.4 (37)
H5B -C5B -C1B 130.0 (37)
H5B -C5B -C4B 122.0 (37)
C I A —H1A 1.049 (13)
C2A —H2A 0.824 (58)
C3A —H3A 0.946 (61)
C4A —H4A 0.936 (58)
C5A —H5A 0.939 (84)
C1B —H1B 0.895 (47)
C3B —H3B 0.759 (81)
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C4B —H4B 
C5B — H5B 
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